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• Student activities

• Protest

New climbing
wall proposed

Pollution
disheartens
sportsman

By Melissa Paquette
City Editor

By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
Minutes after 1 p.m. Saturday, the song "Everybody
Knows"could no longer be heard
from Vangel Asimakopouls'
front window.
"I will fish no more in
Maine's waters forever," he said,
as he lit the license. He began to
pour lighter fluid over his Maine
fishing license and held it in his
hand as it burned until he almost
burned himself. He then dropped
it into a table-top grill sitting on Vangel Asimakopouls burns his fishing license to protest increased pollution in Maine's waters.
the front steps of his Orono (Nate Geyerhahn Photo.)
home.
"Trace amounts of dioxin from the Androscoggin River,
"I went fishing with my best
Asimakopouls, who has been
the Kennebec River below
fishing for more than forty-sev- friend for the last time yester- have been detected in fish tissue
Skowhegan, and the Penobscot
Penobthe
of
en years, has given up fishing in day," Asimakopouls said. in certain sections
River before Lincoln. FurtherAndroscogand
the state of Maine and in New "We've been fishing together scot, Kennebec
more, the general public should
of
t
Departmen
The
rivers.
England because ofthe increased since we were 12 years old. I gin
eat more than one fish per
not
adcurrently
Services
Human
pollution. Seeing advisories gave him all of my gear."
childbearof
Fish consumption advisories vises that women
See BURN on page 5
warning people not to eat the
posted at area lakes and rivers read: ing age should not eat any fish
fish outraged him.

The magic number

The closure ofthe climbing gym
in the Memorial Union due to safety
code violations is restricting Maine
Bound's ability to teach climbing
classes, but a new facility is being
proposed, according to Maine
Bound Director Jim Tierney.
"In general it's disheartening that
the wall's been closed," Tierney
said. "I'm trying to look at it as a
positive thing to see if maybe we
can get an improved facility as a
result."
The gym, which is located on
the fourth floor of the union, was
closed after the state fire marshall's
office inspected the entire building
in April and found 34 safety code
violations.
Maine Bound is still offering
climbing classes for credit, Tierney
said. The difference is they are being taught outside in Clifton, and
will not be held for a full semester
See CLIMB on page 4

• Agriculture

Recycling technology plays important
role at annual Common Ground Fair
By Kathryn Ritchie
Assistant City Editor

People strolling about in their
1960s regalia, parading vegetables and an endless supply ofecological information were just a
few of the things found at the
Common Ground Fair in Windsor
this weekend. It's a light-hearted
fair sponsored by the Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association, and a few University of
Maine students and faculty joined
in the fun promoting ecological
awareness.
Scott Wilkerson and Steve Perry from the Resource Conservation and Recovery Department
spent the three-day fair up to their
elbows in garbage at the composting and recyling tent.
"It's a labor of love- or insanity," joked Wilkerson, the tent's
area coordinator for the last five
years. Last year's volunteers sorted through 16 tons of trash, of
which they recycled one ton and
composted 13, resulting in a 92.8
percent recovery rate.
"A lot of people don't understand the cost or net result of what
we do here," Wilkerson said. He
added that his job has become a
little easier in the past few years
because the public seems to be
sorting its trash better.
As of early Sunday morning,
Love 22,an independent presidential candidate,visited UMaine
than 41,900 people had vismore
last Thursday. See story on page 3. (Dave Gagne Photo.)

ited the fair, creating tons of garbage. All day long volunteers
could be seen pulling trash buggies and collecting the full garbage bags.When their carts were
full, the trash was brought back to
the site, where it was sorted by
gloved volunteers, who didn't
appear to mind the odor.
A demo booth for fair goers to
get a hands-on feel for sorting
was in the center of the fair
grounds.
Perry said he saw the tent as an
educational effort and working
model of what can be done.
"I have a blast. It's just plain
fun," Perry, a co-coordinator for
the second year, said.
A huge green machine called
an Anaerobic Digestion System,
brought to the fair by the BioEngineering Department at
UMaine, attracted lots of stares

and curious questions from fairgoers.
"We want to demonstrate what
can be done," Ed Huff, an associate professor of bio-resource engineering, explained. The system
is able to convert four gallons of
ground vegetable waste into a biogas combination of methane and
carbon dioxide, which can run a
500-watt engine for an hour-anda-half.
The system was developed by
Huff, Associate Professor Warren
Hedstrom, graduate student Eric
Wight and undergraduate Mark
Boulduc.
Huff said that if electrical and
waste disposal costs increased, a
larger model of the system would
become practical.
A bucket ofcompost and shredSee FAIR on page 5
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• Madman

• Compassion

Iraqi military force halts firing Pope makes appeal for the poor
BAGHDAD,Iraq(AP)— Turning up his rhetoric while scaling back his actions,
Saddam Hussein lavishly praised his army for "liberating" part of northern Iraq and
firing at U.S. warplanes patrolling the skies.
Speaking during a Cabinet meeting late Saturday night,Saddam again said he no longer
recognized the "no-fly" zones over northern and southern Iraq that a U.S.-led alliance has
been enforcing.
But he didn't say whether Iraqi forces would resume firing missiles at American and
allied warplanes,a move that almost certainly would lead to renewed confrontation with the
United States.
The latest trouble between the two countries began after Iraqi troops stormed into the
north Aug.31 to help a Kurdish faction defeat a rival group. Tensions have eased since Iraq
announced Sept. 13 that it no longer would fire at planes enforcing the no-fly zones.
Iraq also hasn't used air defense radar systems to track U.S. warplanes since Thursday,
military spokesman Lt. Col. Andrew Bourland said Sunday.
U.S. Secretary of Defense William Perry, speaking on a flight from Finland to Sweden,
said Sunday that Iraq appeared to be "backing off" its threatening moves of a week ago. One
of two U.S. aircraft carriers in the region might return to its homeport next month, he said.
1

TOURS,France(AP)— In a country bitterly torn over how to treat immigrants,
Pope John Paul II on Saturday challenged rich nations like France to embrace the
downtrodden.
"A society is judged on how it treats those afflicted by life and the attitude adopted
toward them," John Paul said in a basilica dedicated to St. Martin,the 4th-century soldiersaint celebrated for giving half of his cloak to a freezing beggar.
His audience included prostitutes, the jobless, AIDS patients and a handful of people who
took part in a protest by African immigrants at St. Bernard Church in Paris a few weeks ago.
Police forcibly removed the protesters and expelled those without permission to live in France.
"Like St. Martin, we are invited to open our eyes and to recognize in the poor person
dying of cold at the gates of the city, in the stranger who knocks at our door, a brother to
be welcomed and loved," John Paul said.
Some expressed gratitude that the Roman Catholic church had rallied to the side of
immigrants and other poor during the protest at St. Bernard Church.
"I think it's a message that the church must give to all the world — that God loves all,
without regard to color, or race, or origin," said Henri Makengo, who said he came to
France eight years ago from Zaire.

2

• Findings

Aussie cave drawings
raise new questions
WOLLONGONG, Australia (AP) — Archaeologists have found rock art they believe is the
oldest in the world and artifacts that suggest human beings lived in Australia far earlier than previously
thought.
The team from the Australian Museum and University
of Wollongong said their discoveries at a remote site in
Australia's tropical northwest challenge widely held theories about the history of human life.
The group found thousands of dot-like indentations
engraved on a group of monoliths that may be 75,000
years old. Stone tools and other findings suggest Australia was inhabited by humans up to 176,000 years
ago.
Until now, scientists theorized that Australia was
first inhabited 60,000 years ago by humans who came
via Asia. And the oldest reliably dated rock art has
been 32,000-year-old cave paintings at Chauvet in
France.
The findings at least "double the age which we
previously thought people had come into Australia. That
is enormously significant," said museum archaeologist
Richard Fullagar.

3

• Remembrance

Many fmgers point to
Prime Minister Bhutto
LARKANA,Pakistan(AP)— Prime Minister
Benazir Bhutto mourned in seclusion Saturday as
angered relatives and others blamed her for the
family's latest tragedy — the shooting death of her
estranged brother.
Male mourners escorted the coffin of Murtaza Bhutto
to the family graveyard, while, in keeping with Islamic
tradition, women stayed behind to recite verses from the
Koran, weep and console each other.
Ms. Bhutto remained with friends. Her mother, Nusrat, refused to see her, saying Ms. Bhutto and Ms. Bhutto's husband, Asif Ali Zardari, are at fault for the death.
"If I am guaranteed justice I will register a case
against Asif All Zardari and Benazir Bhutto for killing
my son," she told reporters outside her son's home in
Larkana. "They are responsible for the murder of my
son."
Murtaza Bhutto, 42, and six of his supporters were
killed Friday in a gunfight with police in Karachi, 160
miles south of Larkana. A seventh supporter died later at
a hospital.
Dozens of brightly colored flags were raised at the
family graveyard Saturday and colorful shawls were
strewn on the sun-drenched ground in a show of respect
for the dead.

4

Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Mostly cloudy with the
chance of rain or drizzle.
Highs in the 50s.

Tuesday's Outlook
Mostly sunny. Highs 55
to 60.

Extended Forecast
Wednesday...Increasing
cloudiness with a chance of
showers. Thursday...Chance
of showers. Friday...Fair.
Lows in the 40s. Highs in the
mid 50s to mid 60s.

211
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• Campaign trail

Perot's not the only candidate who's big on lumbers
By Jeff Tuttle
Ross Perot and Ralph Nader aren't the
only outsiders running for president.
A Rhode Island native has taken his
unorthodox campaign to the University of
Maine in his sixth try for the highest office
in the land. With fistfuls of money and
star-spangled campaign attire, Love 22
(his legal name)is traveling to each of the
22 states on the East Coast in his attempt
to shape political policy and break into the
entrenched two-party system
"It's time to boot elephants and jackasses out of office in 1996," said Love 22,
who, when not running for president, is a
comedic street performer in his part-time
residence of Key West, Fla.

While the Republican and Democratic
parties are spending millions on their highprofile campaigns, Love 22's independent, write-in candidacy is relying largely
on donations. Money is something Love
22 has plenty of, but his currency is unlike
any used by the other candidates.
Love 22 prints his own $22 bills with

his likeness on the front and a complex
numeric key that the underdog candidate
believes has some mystical powers.
"It's what you get when you add two
and two together," he said.
Each letter of the alphabet is assigned
a number from one to nine. Love 22 has
completely memorized the numeric key
and said that many important words and
phrases add up to 22, a number whose
supposed power inspired this habitual presidential candidate to change his name and
throw his hat into the political arena.
Love 22 first ran for president as a
write-in candidate in 1976. He has been
on the campaign trail ever since, handing
out the $22 bills to anyone who'll take
one. The bills look so much like legal

CAR TROUBLE?
TAKE IT TO VIP DISCOUNT AUTO CENTER AND......

SAVE 100/0

WITH YOUR IIMO MIEN I.D. CARD
*ALIGNMENTS •PARTS*
'BRAKES 'TIRES•
*SERVICE
'SHOCKS AND STRUTS THE MOST
*EXHAUST COMPLETE
SELECTION
*OIL CHANGES IN MAINE!
10% DISCOUNT APPLYS TO SERVICE LABOR CHARGES ONLY
YOUR AUTOMOTIVE SUPERMARKET

Presidential candidate Love 22.(Dave
Gagne Photo.)
are slim, but he wants to get his message
out to voters.
"The truth is very powerful. I want to
tell you the truth," he said. "A vote for
Love is a vote for you. Yabba dabba doo.'

cHT.
.
.
RESpEap .

tender that Love 22 has been arrested
three times by Secret Service agents on
counterfeiting charges. Love 22 prevailed
in each case.
He said the bills have been cashed
more than 500 times across the country.
Once,ajudge in Hamilton, Mont., accepted one for payment of a $20 fine. A clerk

SCOUNT
IPAUDir ENTER

in Hawaii gave $21 in change to someone
using the bill for a purchase. Love 22 said
that he has never attempted to cash one.
Many historical events have some relationship to Love 22's favorite number.
He pointed out that our first two presidents were born on the 22nd and the last
three presidents have died on the 22nd:
Lyndon Johnson in January,John Kennedy
in November and Richard Nixon in April.
Coincidence? Love 22 doesn't think so.
Love 22 the candidate has taken stands
on many issues affecting the country.
Among the issues on Love 22's platform
are balancing the budget, eliminating
homelessness and hunger, instituting a
bartering system and strengthening education. Love 22 also said he's against
abortion.
"Abortion is a shuck," he said."When
you can see the fingers and toes in the
mother's womb, it's a baby."
Love 22 said his first order of business
if elected would be to dismantle the federal tax codes.
"I want to ax taxes," he said. "It's the
anchor of my platform."
Love 22, who would not reveal his
birth name,realizes that the chances of his
moving to the White House in November

738OSLTDILLT
:RNAVE.

827-7012

It Works Wonders.

American
Heart
Association

.

Need a job this semester?
Want to share the secrets of
your academic success?
The Onward Tutor Program is looking
for Peer Tutors in the following
100 & 200 level courses:
Math MAT 107, 111, 114, 115, 122, 126, 127, 215, 228 & 232
Biochemistry BMB 207 & 221
Physics PHY 107, 11, 121 & 122
Chemistry CHY 115, 116, 251, & 252
Biology BIO 100
Computer Science COS 220, 221 & 250
Engineering Mechanical, Electrical, Civil & Survey
Foreign Languages German, French, Spanish & Russian

To qualify as a tutor, students must be currently
enrolled at UMaine, have received an A or B in the
course(s) they wish to tutor, and have a minimum of
2.5 GPA (3.0 preferred).
If you have excellent communication skills, a high
level of patience and are willing to work with small
groups ofstudents 2-3 times a week, then tutoring
must be the job you're looking for. If you're interested
and would like more information, please contact:
The Onward Tutor Program, FlagstaffRoad,
Orono campus;581-2319
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Climb

from page 1

because of cold weather.
The University ofMaine is the only school
in the country to have an accredited climbing
program,so it is important to keep a climbing
gym on campus, Tierney said.
"The wall is part of our climbing program. Our climbing program is one of the
strongest offered in the university setting,"
Tierney said. "So to take out a big chunk of
it is to really have an impact on the climbing
program."
The climbing wall was originally meant
to be a temporary facility, Tierney said.
"I've looked at this wall when we began
the project to sort of assess and feel out,
without spending a great deal of money, the
potential for a wall here at the university,"
Tierney said.
Tierney said he hoped to be able to use the
existing wall for another two or three years
before building another bigger, better and
permanentfacility.Instead,he is being forced
to develop a plan to rebuild as soon as possible.
"The good news right now is that we're
making substantial progress on a location of
another facility,ofanother wall in the Memorial Gym," Tierney said.
Accoding to a report filed by the state
marshsal's office, the area occupied by the
climbing gym lacked a secondary exit that
didn't pass by a mechanical space and lacked
a separation of the mechanical space and the
gym. In addition, the report cited the lack of
adequate detection, alarm and sprinkler systems in the building. Because the university
didn't use the funds to immediately correct
the problems, the gym was shut down, said
director of Environmental Health and Safety
Victoria Justus.
The other violations in the building are

currently being addressed, Justus said.
quickly is that it will be more expensive," the steps to the fourth floor to check it out.
"We've given an initial and written re- Tierney said. "It comes down to balancing
Pierre, who participated in a rock climbsponse (to the fire marshal's office)," Justus time and cost effectiveness,and we don't have ing competition at the gym last semester,said
said."We are in the process ofassessing what a lot of money,so we tend to be pretty thrify." another competition can't be held without an
we can do to rectify the codes."
The closure ofthe climbing wall is having indoor facility.
In the written plan addressing the viola- the biggest impact on the student body,Tier"In the competition, you need the same
tions,Justus notes 13 that have been rectified. ney said.
route and you keep making it harder and
These violations were minor and easily fixed,
"A lot of students are a little dismayed," harder, and that's almost impossible to do
she said. Among the changes is the restric- he said. "It came as a surprise to us and I think outside," he said.
tion of vendors to the main lobby of the it came as a surprise to the students."
Pierre said not being able to use the wall
second floor near the information desk,newsKyle Pierre, a graduate student of forest- will have an impact on his ability to relax.
stand and commuter lounge.
ry, discovered the gym was closed at the
"It's my method of stress relief during the
Justus cited three violations that need beginning of the semester when he climbed school year," he said. "Now I'm gonna snap.'
further explanation or require discussions
with the the state fire marshsal's office about
possible solutions. In addition, Justus said
the university disagrees with two violations
and will ask for an exemption from one of
them and further discussion of the other.
Long-range plans are being formulated to
address the remaining violations, which require extensive repairs.
Anita Whiry,director ofInstitutional Planning, said more of the the plan's results will
begin to be seen in the next few weeks.
She said that finding the funds to implement the plan is the biggest problem.
Justus also said the lack of funding is a
problem, but noted the ongoing cooperation
between the university and the state fire marshal's office.
Just as funding is a problem in fixing
many of the building's violations, Tierney
said getting money will be the biggest hurdle
in his proposal for the new wall, which he
hopes to have built by the end ofthe semester.
He would like to obtain funding from a variety of sources, including Student Government and Facilities Management and Maine
Victoria Justus, Director of Environmental Health and Safety, reviews blueBound.
Lachowski Photo.)
"The crux of trying to get the wall up prints in her office. (Joe

December Graduates!
If you plan to graduate December 14, 1996 and have
not turned in an "Application for Degree" form, please
stop by the Office of Student Records, Room 100
Wingate Hall, immediately!

Deadline: October 1
Monday- Saturday 7am-7pm
Sunday 8am-4pm

big Wool 8weater8!!!
many styles & colors
come & get yours at Ampersand's today

i

$5.00 off

any wool sweater
•
•

with this coupon

offer expires 10/15/96

In most cases we can bill your student account for
the $20.00 Application for Degree fee. It is
important to meet the
October 1 deadline.
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• Native cultures

Maine American Indian Conference focus at Hudson Museum
Mike Reynolds
Special to the Campus
Educators from around the state gathered at the Hudson Museum Friday for a
day-long conference on the history of
Maine's American Indian population.
The interest of teachers around the
state in American Indians issues led to the
proposal for the conference. The conference was intended to inform teachers about
the history of Maine's native cultures and
people so the information could be incorporated into their curriculums and shared

with students.
More than 40 teachers attended the conference, according to Joan Klaussman, an
education specialist at the Hudson Museurn.
The conference included sessions and
workshops featuring presenters from the
University of Maine and Maine tribes. The
conference also featured two major lectures.
The workshop topics included the different perspective from which science and
mathematics are taught in American Indian
schools,and ways to further integrate Amerfrom page 1

Burn
month from the Androscoggin, or more
than two fish meals from those sections
of the Kennebec and Penobscot Rivers. A
'fish meal' is considered to be an 8-ounce
portion.
"Mercury contamination of fresh water fish: Pregnant women, nursing women, women who may become pregnant,
and children less than 8 years old, should
not eat fish from lakes and ponds in the
state. Other people should limit consumption of fish from these waters to six-22
fish meals per year. People who eat large
(old) fish should use the lower limit of
six fish meals per year. People who limit
themselves to eating smaller (younger)
fish may use the upper limit of 22 fish
meals per year."
The practice of catching a fish and
releasing it back into the water is an
insult to those who like to fish, Asimakopoulos said.
"It's pointless to rip out the jaw and
release it so it can die," Asimakopoulos
said. "I'd rather fish and eat the fish, but
it's not safe."

s
THE DAY
A

Y

Asimakopoulos blames the danger of
eating the fish on corporate greed in the
state's industries.
Asimakopoulos said "Everybody
Knows" is the theme song for the burning of his license. That is, everybody
knows who is polluting the state's waterways.
"Everyone knows who the poisoners
are," Asimakopoulos said."There are ways
to stop the pollution and still have the
products. It's corporate greed."
Asimakopoulos urges people not to
buy fishing licenses, currently priced at
$20,for the 1997 season. Because fishing
is a popular sport in Maine, several businesses could be affected.
"If enough people make a $20 statement next year, a lot of camp owners,
sporting good stores, and anyone who's
associated with the sport will hear the
'last call' (to do something about the
pollution)," he said.
"We can send a message to Augusta
and to the polluters telling them we won't
stand for this," Asimakopoulos said.

Stop Smoking.
American Heart
Association

Attention:
Christian Students
5 waysfor yourfaith to die!
1. Don't get iravolved
2. Don't get involved
3.

Don't get involved

4. Don't get involved
5. Don't get involved
This Ad is sponsored by:
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
and
ade for Christ.
Crus
pus
Cam
We invite you to GET INVOLVED:
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
7:00 Tuesday Nights
Bangor Lounge, Memorial union
More info.:Scott Brill 827-5742
Campus Crusade for Christ
7:30 Thursday Nights
n
Damn Yankee, Memorial Unio
03
1-68
More info.: Dan Litchfield

lean Indian studies into the statewide elementary and secondary cirriculums
Robert Leavitt, director of the MicMac/
Maliseet Institute at the University of New
Brunswick, presented a lecture titled
"Weaving and Learning: Bringing a Sense
of Continuity to Wabanaki Studies." The
lecture was co-sponsored by the CanadianAmerican studies department at the university.
Eunice Bauman-Nelson, a lecturer in
the university's honors program,ended the
day with -Reflections on Ancient Indian
Culture." Bauman-Nelson, for whom a
residence building at the university's Dorothy Twitchell Allen Village is named, is
the sister of Molly Spotted Elk, a Penobscot performing artist who gained interna-

tional fame in the Vaudville era.
Coinciding with the conference was an
exhibition titled "Tree and Tradition: Brown
Ash and Maine Native American basketmaking." The exhibit showcased the artistry of the American Indian tradition of basketmaki ng.In addition,the exhibit adressed
the diminishing supply of brown ash, the
staple wood that Maine American Indians
use to make their baskets. The decreasing
supply of this wood is threatening the continuation of the basketmaking tradition in
Maine.
Klaussman concluded that this was an
excellent general introduction for the educators who attended the conference.
"They're all seekers,"she said. "They're
all grand people."
from page 1

Fair
ded paper filled with red crawler worms to
demonstrate composting proved to be an
unusual and effective visual aid for the
Sustainable Agriculture Program's booth.
"I think it's important that people coming to the fair know this program is at the
university," Carla Healer, a junior in the
program, said.

Maine Soil Testing, which operates out
of Deering Hall, also had an informational
booth at the fair.
"We've given away lots of testing kits
and answered lots ofquestions," Tom Beaulieu, a 1994 UMaine graduate said. "I'm
really enjoying all the fresh food,local produce, music, people and summer weather."

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

Make the most of the
MAIN-line and DSIS
24
Use the MAIN-line (581-MAIN, or, 581-6246)
e with
hours a day, 7 days a week from any telephon
touch-tone service to:
get your grades (including requesting a
printed copy)
get ),ot.ithedule (including requesting a
printed copy
search for open courses
register, drop and add
declare courses pass/fail or audit
and for your friends and relatives who may be
considering enrolling at UM there is a new>
admissions feature (undergraduate and
graduate) in which they can request materials a
schedule tours and interviews.

Records
Use DSIS in computer clusters or at the Student
counter in Wingate Hall to:
print semester grade reports
print your class schedule
DSIS
view UM academic history
Lookfor this icon.
verify permanent, local and billing
es)
addresses on record (notify Student Records of chang

Also...visit the Office of Student Records web-site at
http://www.records.ume.maine.edu
Please direct questions and comments to the
Office of Student Record at 581-1290 or
e-mail us at UMRECORD@Maine.Maine .edu.
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• US Senate

Maine poll reveals close Senate race
AUGUSTA(AP)— Republican Susan
Collins and Democrat Joseph Brennan are
in a neck-and-neck race for Maine's open
U.S. Senate seat, according to poll results
published this weekend.
In a survey of620 state voters conducted Wednesday and Thursday,43 percent of
the respondents favored Collins and 41
percent favored Brennan, the poll published in the Bangor Daily News' Maine
Weekend editions said.
The poll by Mason-Dixon Political-Media Research Inc. of Columbia, Md., had a
sampling-error margin of plus or minus 4
percentage points statewide, indicating a
statistical tie between Collins and Brennan.
Last month,a similar News survey found
Collins leading Brennan 48 percent to 40
percent, with three independent candidates
each receiving less than 1 percent.
Since then, one of the independents,
Steve Bost, dropped out. This week's poll
put Bill Clark at 2 percent and John Rensenbrink at 1 percent, with 13 percent undecided, compared to 11 percent undecided last
month.
The latest News poll found President
Clinton leading Republican challenger Bob
Dole by 52 percent to 37 percent, with
Reform Party nominee Ross Perot at 5
percent.Those figures statistically mirrored

the News poll in August.
Surveying Maine's two congressional
district races, the new poll pegged Democratic incumbent John Baldacci as the clear
leader in the 2nd District.
Among 302 district voters, Baldacci
was favored by 61 percent, while Republican challenger Paul Young was favored by
21 percent, with 18 percent undecided, the
newspaper said.
With a district sampling-error margin
of6 percentage points, the poll found independent Aldric Saucier registering negligibly.
In the 1st District, the poll suggested
that Democratic challenger Tom Allen held
an apparent lead over Republican incumbent James Longley Jr.
The newspaper said Allen was favored
by 45 percent of 318 voters, with Longley
favored by 36 percent, with 19 percent
undecided.
Given a sampling-error margin of 6
percentage points, Allen's apparent lead
could be characterized as slight.
The News said statewide respondents
were also polled on their sentiments toward a referendum proposal to ban clearcutting in the northern Maine woods and a
competing measure that would impose new
standards for forestry practices without
prohibiting clearcutting.

COFFEE HOUSE

By margins of better than 2-1, those
answering opposed a clearcutting ban and
supported the alternative, known as the
Compact for Maine's Forests.

However,the questions were not posed
as they will appear on November ballots,
which will include a third option enabling
voters to reject both proposals.

• Diversity

Maine woman publishes book on
history of women in Congress
TOLEDO,Ohio(AP)—U.S.Rep. Marcy Kaptur says she got blank stares six years
ago when she asked about women who had
risen through the ranks of a powerful House
committee.
She decided not enough was known about
women who served in Congress. So she
wrote a book.
"Women Of Congress: A TwentiethCentury Odyssey," published by Congressional Quarterly Inc., traces the evolving
influence of women in Congress through the
lives of some long-serving lawmakers.
The book profiles 15 of the 176 women
who have served in the U.S. House or Senate.
"I've called it an 'odyssey' because the
story of women here is very much a work in
progress," Kaptur, a Democrat from Toledo, said last week. "We've still got quite a
ways to go."
The book begins with a story about Jeannette Rankin, a Montana suffragette and

peace activist who was the first woman to
serve in Congress, in 1917.
Kaptur got the idea for the book six years
ago,after being elected to the House Appropriations Committee.
"Only one woman had ever chaired one
of the subcommittees, and that was at the
end of her career," she said.
Other vignettes feature Sen. Margaret
Chase Smith of Maine and Rep. Shirley
Chisholm of New York, the nation's first
black congresswoman.
Kaptur also profiled two of her contemporaries: Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D-Colo.,
and Sen. Nancy Kassebaum, R-Kan.
"I tried to put each one in her historical
period," Kaptur said, "and to provide a
perspective on how these people actually
grew up, what they knew of life through
their families,and personal experiences that
shaped their thinking when they got to Washington. ... And frankly, every woman deserves more attention than she got."

• Real estate

Raymond castle for sale

John McCormick
Tuesday, September 24

Peabody Lounge 8pm

RAYMOND(AP)— With its pointed
turrets, secret passages and Italian marble floors, Bill King's home is truly his
castle.
But the engineer-draftsman has decided it's time to move from his royal,
four-story manor and occupy the more
modest confines of a condo. King's stillunfinished palace is on the market for
$149,000.
"I'd get a lot of satisfaction knowing
many people would be staying there,"
said the 45-year-old King, who is single.
"I don't think it's the kind of house that
should have just one person living in it."
King said the high cost of keeping his
castle cozy in the winter has forced him
to live elsewhere during that long and
harsh season. The building has two fur-

Free! Free!
Free!
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
The Center for Students and Community Life

Call The Pizza King for
the Best Food Delivered!
866-5505

naces and five heating zones, but is insulated and has energy-efficient windows.
He contemplated selling the building
all last winter and put it on the market last
month.
"I'm going to move to a condo.I want
to own something I don't have to do
anything to," said King, who estimates it
would cost about $20,000 to complete
work on the structure near southern
Maine's Sebago Lake.
Real estate agents have already
brought some lookers through the castle,
which King started building in 1972.
Its kitchen has white Italian marble
floors. The dining room has a red oak
ceiling from which an antique lead crystal chandelier is suspended. The room is
full of portraits of monarchs and other
historical figures King has painted, including some featuring his own face.
An elliptical oak staircase gracefully
winds through all four stories. The unfinished living room has a large fieldstone
fireplace. The Red Room and Blue Room,
two of the several bedrooms upstairs,
have antique beds with canopies. Some
of the rooms have stained glass windows.
A bookcase that will turn and open to
a library is incomplete, and a secret passage leads from a master bedroom closet
down a stairway and into the dining room.
King, who built the castle because it
was his dream, said the building would
be ideal for a bed and breakfast inn.
— It's just the kind of building I've
always wanted to live in," he said.
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• History

Archaeological dig in Vermont conducted by UMF researchers
NORWICH, Vt.(AP) — Construction of the Ledyard Bridge project.
A new bridge is under construction on
of a new bridge across the Connecticut
River between Norwich and Hanover,N.H., the site.
Archaeologists used a backhoe to scoop
is offering archaeologists a glimpse into
16 inches of material off the top of the site
18th century life in the area.
More than 5,300artifacts have been found last year.
Artifact retrieval began early this month
in the area that used to be a ferry landing and,
and ends on Wednesday.
more recently, a railroad junction.
"There's a large concentration of artiArchaeologists have found ceramic pottery shards, buckles, a double-edged ax facts in this area. ... A lot of neat stuff,"
head, nails and glass fragments near the Belinda Cox,research supervisor,said yesexisting Ledyard Bridge on the Norwich terday.
A group of students on Friday were
side of the Connecticut River.
The efforts ofthe Archaeology Research shown a silver cuff link, a thimble, a hairCenter of the University of Maine at Farm- pin, a bone brush handle, gun flints, a
ington are sponsored by the New Hamp- silver-plated spoon, white ceramic pieces
shire Department ofTransportation and the with blue and green designs, a marble and
Vermont Agency of Transportation as part the bones and teeth of various animals,

including pigs, deer and sheep.
The archaeologists had also found a
blue bottle and a coin with Latin writing
dated 1782.
"Various household refuse," Cox said.
The artifacts were excavated from an area
where a house and yard used to be, now
right next to Route 10A.
It's basically rubbish — as people did
not have landfills. The articles will be taken to Maine to be cleaned, analyzed and
dated. They will eventually be turned over
to the University of Vermont in Burlington
and may be shared with the Norwich Historical Society.
In the 1760s, the village of Lewiston
was home to a ferry that carried people,
animals and goods between there and Ha-

nover. The first bridge was built in the
1790s.
During the 19th century, Lewiston developed into a small but vital commercial
center.
The archaeologists said they have determined from research that during much
of the 19th century, Lewiston, sometimes
called Norwich Junction, was the busiest
crossing on the upper Connecticut River.
In 1848, a railroad station was established at the location. Lewiston boasted a
freight depot, coal yard, creamery, blacksmith's shop,general store and post office.
In the 1930s the railroads began to decline and the area lost its vitality. Nine of
Lewiston's remaining structures were razed
in the 1960s to make way for Interstate 91.

• Job search

Southern Maine experiences low unemployment
PORTLAND(AP)— Maine's unem- ty replied to the ad.
Owner Stephen Jones did get responsployment rate this summer dropped to
Gardiner and Franklin County.
from
2.4 percent in Cumberland County, where es
some employers have been forced to go Although Jones wanted workers who
live close to his work sites in southern
outside the area to find workers.
But good-paying jobs are still hard to Maine, he said he will hire commuters if
find. High unemployment in other re- he must.
Unemployment figures in Maine
gions of Maine and effects of downsizing
among many companies are keeping wage ranged from a seasonally unadjusted 2.4
percent in Cumberland County in July to
increases in check.
The Exeter, N.H.-based Jones Boys a high of 7.6 percent in Somerset County.
insulation company got no responses af- The state's seasonally unadjusted rate in
ter advertising for workers. Even after July was 4.2 percent, reflecting the norraising the hourly pay offering from $6.50 mal summertime boost from tourism.
Adjusted for seasonal fluctuations,
to $7.50, no one from Cumberland Coun-

Maine's unemployment rate in July was that the downsizing trend has made many
5.5 percent, about even with the national workers skittish about asking for raises.
"People are just happy to have a job,"
rate of 5.4 percent.
said
Lachance.
Galen Rose, an economist with the
Lee Perry of Perry & Banks Inc., a
Maine State Planning Office, said the
low rates are "a local, geographical Portland advertising and marketing comthing," adding that Portland "is much pany, said his firm has hired four people
so far this year, but two recent searches
more vibrant than most of Maine."
While some employers have been have proven difficult.
"People are feeling they can negotiforced to raise their pay offerings because of difficulty finding workers, that ate a little harder," said Perry. "But I
is not always the case, said State Econo- don't think the salary levels are going up
all that much. What they're more intermist Laurie Lachance.
The trend in the workplace is against ested in is having assurances of a stable
larger paychecks, said Lachance, adding place to work."

A SPECTACULAR
EVENING FOR JAZZ LOVERS

8:00 p.m.
Hutchins Concert Hall
Saturday, September 28, 1996

Presentation Hall Jazz Band
Nancy Wilson
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• Performance

Mark Twain comes to life in MCA season opener
By Doug Weitz
Staff Writer
Friday night, Hal Holbrook took the
stage as the legendary American satirist
Mark Twain. He delivered speeches, anecdotes and impressions for nearly two
and a half hours, and it wasn't boring for
a second.
The sparse props on stage consisted
only of an oriental rug, an easy chair, a
table with a few books on it and a small
podium. As he wandered around this
simple setup, hysterical stories rolled
off his tongue as if he were truly Mark
Twain.
His Tony Award-winning one-man
show "Mark Twain Tonight!" is based on
more than 12 hours of material Holbrook
has memorized from the work of Samuel
Langhorn Clemens, who, under the pen
name Mark Twain, became America's
most celebrated writer and lecturer in the

late 19th and 20th centuries.
Although most ofthe subjects he spoke
about were universal, he was, after all,
speaking about the first few years of the
20th century. No group of people went
unmocked,including himself. He referred
to Washington, D.C. as "a stud farm for
all the jackasses in the country."
"God made idiots first. That was for
practice," he said. "Then he made the
legislature." No politician was safe, including the president himself.
Teddy Roosevelt, the "Rough Rider,"
was president at the time. Holbrook made
fun of a particular hunt the "Rough Rider" was involved in when he chased a
bear across Louisiana accompanied by
the entire United States military. He finally caught it and shot it. "Or was it a
cow? A real man would have milked the
old cow and gone on his way."
A few of the skits entailed brilliant
and acutely accurate portrayals of

• Changes

Museum of Art fmds new director
Wally Mason, who has been curator is housed in Carnegie Hall, and other
of art collections in Florida and Idaho, is galleries on campus.
the new director of the University of
"The roots of the collection are very
Maine Museum of Art.
deep, and I find that really attractive,"
Mason,44, began work just after La- Mason said. "There's no question the
bor Day.In his new job, he has a dual role museum is poised to grow with the idea
as director of the museum and curator of of a building in the next few years."
the 5,600 works of art in the university's
The collection dates from 1946, when
collection, which includes works by UMaine art professor Vincent A. HartDaumier, Picasso, Winslow Homer, gen launched it in conjunction with the
Marsden Hartley and William de Koon- formation of the art department to make
art more accessible to the university coming.
munity and the residents of Maine. Hartgen, now a faculty emeritus, will speak at
a reception commemorating the 50 years
on Nov. 22.
Also planned to celebrate the milestone is a combined exhibition of works
from the collection and by faculty, alumni and students Nov. 18-Jan. 12.
The new director is expected to work
closely with the art department to enhance the museum's outreach to the university, the state and the arts community.
"As part of the mission of the university, the Museum of Art belongs to the
citizens of Maine," said Hicks, who
chaired the committee that brought Mason to campus.
She said the committee sought a director "with vision, and the energy to
Wally Mason is the new director/curamake that vision happen." She said Mator of the UMaine Museum of Art.
son will work with the art department and
(Courtesy Photo.)
others to nurture and advocate for the
He arrives as the museum and the art collection, as well as strengthen links to
department are preparing to celebrate the museum's diverse constituencies.
their 50th anniversary. They are also makMason earned his bachelor's degree
ing plans for a new visual arts complex at from Beloit College in Wisconsin in 1974
UMaine.
and his master of fine arts degree from
The university has made a new home Indiana University three years later.
for visual arts the top priority for its next
After teaching art at universities for
academic building. Laurie E. Hicks, who 10 years, Mason began his career as a
chairs the art department, hopes the uni- director/curator at the Florida Gulf Coast
versity will break ground for it in three to Art Center, Belleair, Fla. He has served
five years.
as director of the Selby Gallery at the
As director, Mason is in charge of Ringling School of Art and Design in
day-to-day operations, curating exhibiSee MASON on page 9
tions and handling the collection, which

Twain's acquaintences. During one
called "His Grandfather's Old Ram," he
got so deep into character imitating his
friend falling asleep during a ridiculously roundabout, fragmented story.
This guy apparently could never tell an
entire story because every time he would
mention the name of someone, he would
go off on a 20 minute tangent about who
that person was.
He spoke about an Irishman who fell
off a ladder and killed another man.
"There are no accidents in this world.
The intention was to save the Irishman.
Why didn't he fall on the dog? The dog
would have seen him coming... What was
that dog's name?" Then, after walking
around for a few minutes grunting and
thinking, he sat down in the chair and
started hitting his leg, seemingly to wake
it from its slumber. After a few moments
he finally exclaimed, "Jasper!" It was
hysterical.
A few of the skits were quite moving,
such as his performance as Huck Finn,
extracted from the first chapter of
Twain's novel. Instead of reading from

the book or reciting the lines as Twain,
he became Huck Finn to the point of
fidgeting and acting like a little boy. At
one point during this particular performance, he was Hal Holbrook playing
Samuel Clemens playing Mark Twain
playing Huck Finn playing Jim. It was
really an unbelievable job of acting. As
Huck, he spoke of the fact that he knew
he was a bad kid, because he was running away with a slave, but he just
couldn't see the advantage of "doing
right." He told us Jim was going to save
as much money as he could, not spend a
cent, and when he could, he would go
back down and buy his wife out of slavery. Many in the audience had read the
book before, but the way these choice
lines were delivered was more moving
than I can describe.
Holbrook tore the roof off the Maine
Center for the Arts with this unique and
intriguing performance. Most of the people at the show did not really know what
to expect when they arrived, but you
would be hard pressed to find a single
person who left the theater disappointed.

Hurting unit

Someone was obviously having a bad day,judging from the unusual position
of this bicycle in Old Town. (Nate Geyerhahn Photo.)
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• News

Hendrix memory lives on; Shields makes big debut
NEW YORK (AP) — Folks looking
for a Jimi Hendrix experience will have
to wait until next year.
A New York City festival next month
in memory of the guitarist was postponed
until the spring, when it will coincide
with the re-release of Hendrix's classic
albums, organizers announced Friday.
"I'm really pleased that this rescheduling, in conjunction with the re-release
of my son's recordings, will mean an
even greater celebration of Jimi's life
and music," said the rocker's father, Al
Hendrix.
The Jimi Hendrix festival had been
scheduled to run Oct. 11-20. It was to be
capped off with an all-star concert at
Madison Square Garden.
No dates for the rescheduled event
were released. Hendrix died of a drug
overdose on Sept. 18, 1970, at age 27.
NEW YORK(AP)— The problem is
only skin-deep, says Prince Albert of
Monaco, trying to allay rumors that his
sister Princess Caroline lost her hair because of a serious illness.
"It's a skin problem, a dermatology
thing. It's nothing serious, and her hair
will grow back. Other than that, she's
fine," he said in the latest issue of People
magazine.
His other sister, Princess Stephanie,
filed for divorce recently after European
magazines ran photos of her husband
frolicking with Miss Nude Belgium.
"This will pass," the prince said,
"and we will make it as a family to the

anniversary celebrations."
On Jan. 8, the Grimaldi family will
mark the 700th anniversary of their rule.

tion and mixed reviews, it still mopped
up viewers Thursday as part of NBC's
"Must-See TV" night.
"Susan" airs in the coveted post"Seinfeld" slot, at 9:30 p.m. EDT.
In overnight ratings released Friday,
"Susan" scored a 22.9,crushing the competition: the second half of Fox's "New

DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) — The reviews are in from Northern Ireland's Protestant politicians, and they've given the
movie "Michael Collins" a thumbsdown.
They deemed U.S. Ambassador Jean
Kennedy Smith a "pseudo-actress" for
her walk-on role and said the film is Sarasota, Fla., and director of university
"soaked in Irish Republicanism."
galleries at the University of Idaho.
The movie,directed by Neil Jordan,is
He has curated a range of exhibitions,
a biography of the Irish Republican guer- including "Joseph Di Giorgio: The Prosrilla leader who was assassinated in 1922 pect Park Series" at the Prichard Art
by Irishmen opposed to compromises he Gallery, University of Idaho, which then
made with the British.
toured to the University of Arizona Art
Protestant politicians already distrust Museum and the Everson Museum at SyrKennedy Smith for her role in bringing acuse University in New York.
Sinn Fein leader Gerry Adams to WashIn his work at UMaine, Mason exington in 1994.
pects to launch a "friends of the museKen Maginnis, a legislator with the um" program to draw the various comUlster Unionists, the largest Protestant munities it serves closer to the museum,
vote-getter, said: "If you can have a its programs and the collection. Beginpseudo-diplomat, no doubt you can have ning an endowment is also a possibility,
a pseudo-actress."
Peter Robinson of the Democratic
Unionist Party said Kennedy Smith's
miss-it-and-you -blink performance
alongside Liam Neeson was "indicative
of the political bias of the Clinton regime
— soaked in Irish Republicanism."

York Undercover," with a 9.3; the second half of CBS' "Moloney," whose
premiere got a 7.8; and on ABC, the
second half of a Joan Lunden interview
special, which got a 7.6.
The overnight ratings measure 33 markets, or about half the nation's viewers. A
ratings point represents 531,000TV homes.

from page 8

Mason

Mason said. The museum will continue
its successful "Museums By Mail" program that makes works of art available to
schools and libraries around the state.
While the museum will continue to
feature Maine artists, Mason expects it
will also provide a broad showcase for
art. "We will continue to bring a diverse
group of exhibitions to the community in
a wide variety of mediums," he said.
"The museum is a window for what
exists both within and beyond Maine,
when a museum does its job best, it gives
you a wide range of possibilities." Mason said.

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.

NEW YORK(AP)— Brooke Shields
suddenly has a hit series in "Suddenly
Susan."
Despite the sitcom's troubled gesta-
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The Prism Concert Series SEA/OCB/ASAP

GROOVE (gro-ov):
To cut a groove or grooves
II situation or activity to which one is especially well suited:
found their groove creating insane music.
A pleasurable experience: I cannot wait to groove to

Medeski Martin & Wood
thursday

october 3

8:00pm

Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono
$10 UM students - $15 public

before MMW

Tickets available @:
t MCA box Office
it? Bull Moose Records

581-1755
tdd/tty 581-1888
800-MCA-tixx

during MMW

t Bad Habits
MMW is the ultimate
groove music/acid jazz
band. The sounds of
MMW inflate your mind
and body, causing an
insatiable desire to
groove, dance, and just
relax... -Joe Simkins
MMW has played with
PHISH. They have also
played on the Horde Tour,
and the New Orleans Jazz
Festival...

visit our web site: http://www.asap.um.maine.eduirnmw

Rupununi's
t Colby Student Activities Office
t. Bates Student Activity Office
(in person)

support from the comprehensive fee program & funding committee

after MMW
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Editorial
• Commentaries

On his way
With a third place finish in this week- shot as a professional, we were bomend's BC Open,Tiger Woods has earned barded with commercials featuring the
almost enough money to win his tour young superstar. The commercials
card, allowing him to play full time on were not just a means for Woods to
the PGA Tour. Woods is the best thing earn this huge endorsement contract
to happen to the sport of golf since Jack he signed with Nike, they also were a
Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer.
means for Woods and Nike to send
Woods will go on to become an in- the message that there are still some
credible player, but his presence in golf golf courses where he cannot play bemeans so much more. He brings to golf a cause of the color of his skin. As
much needed black superstar, and a role Woods becomes better, and therefore
model for young golfers.
more in demand, these segregated
On his way to becoming the only country clubs will gladly open their
man ever to win three U.S. Amateur arms to Woods and other black golfOpens, Woods made golf popular. ers. The next black superstar in golf
Woods played with a flair few other won't have to send this type of mesgolfers possess. Here he was,a 17-year- sage because Woods will have already
old, beating players anywhere from four opened the doors.
to 10 years his senior. And Woods has
Woods addition to the tour will be
been doing this since he was five. He is a major step in the right direction for
the perfect character to take golf into golf. Expect golf's popularity to exthe next century. Young and charismat- plode even more in the next few years,
ic, with talent beyond his years.
and Tiger Woods deserves much of
Before Woods even hit his first tee the credit.(S. Martin)

Invasion ofprivacy
Privacy is something near and dear to
everyone. It's like a universal must-have.
When you're alone in a room, there's a
great sense of freedom. You can do anything you feel like, whether it's singing,
swearing,lying around naked or practicing the Lambada, because no one's
around to watch you. Or are they?
I was shocked when I tuned in to a
recent "Oprah" and saw just how often
we're being watched. A string of guests
came on stage to describe how they found
a video camera in their workplaces bathroom,shower or office left by their bosses.(They showed the accompanying video tapes too, which brought the question
to my mind of why these people would
want to be victimized a second time in
front of a national audience.)
When these people finally discovered
the video camera and sued, they lost
their cases, which blew my mind. For
instance, one camera was placed in the
school nurse's shower. A teacher who

used the shower after his afternoon jogs
discovered the camera. He sued and lost.
I can't begin to imagine why. More importantly, what necessitates a video camera in the shower anyway?
Another situation that floored me and
gave me the creeps, involved a woman
who said she used to work at a large department store. She said the store placed
security cameras behind the dressing room
mirrors. She had witnessed on several
occasions security men watching the tapes
and zooming in on anatomy to ogle or
crack jokes. Can you imagine that? Now
count the number of times in the past year
you've been in a dressing room. Makes
you feel pretty vulnerable doesn't it?
It seems like with each technological advance, we all lose a little more
privacy and personal space, which begs
the question, when will it end? I can't
even begin to guess, but I know I, for
one, will be shopping by catalog a lot
more often.(K. Ritchie)
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• Column

Lowering the bar
Jeff Tuttle
Pundits have
lined up for appearances on Sunday
morning political
programs to assert
that voters have
"lowered the bar" to
the presidency for President Clinton. The
electorate has paid less attention to Clinton's character, which Republicans would
contend is directly responsible for the increased drug use among our nation's youth,
and just about everything else that is wrong
with the country.
Dole wants Clinton to be held accountable for experimenting with marijuana while
in college and presiding over a doubling of
teen-age drug use. But like Dole's promise
of a 15 percent across the board tax cut, the
charges of a laissez-faire Clinton drug policy don't seem to be resonating with the
voters.
Informed and intelligent citizens realize
that the bully pulpit has little to do with
shaping cultural shifts. Teen-agers are not
using drugs because President Clinton joked
with an MTV audience that he wished he
would have inhaled. They certainly didn't
stop using drugs in the 1970s when lawand-order President Richard Nixon
preached the evils of addiction on a regular
basis. In fact, the Nixon administration battled a rate of drug use among youths that
was twice what it is today.
Baby boomers are parents in the 1990s.
The vast majority of these forty and fiftysomethings have experimented with illegal
drugs at one time or another, and have realistic attitudes regarding the potential drug
use among their children.
This is not to say that these products of
the 1960s are condoning drug use. It means
that instead of preaching from the mountain top about the evils of drugs like many
social conservatives who have never inhaled, these realists have the advantage of
experience.
No matter what Bob Dole and his desperate Republican party would have us believe, Chelsea Clinton will not be found on
the streets of Washington, D.C. smoking
crack because her much maligned parents
are inattentive and have not warned her

about the addictive nature of drugs. Although
she's young, it's safe to say that she'll have
a healthier childhood than Patty Davis, who
grew up in the strict republican Reagan
household.
The standards by which we judge our potential public officials are changing because
of the different culture in which this new
generation of leaders was reared. But the bar
is not getting lower. We can no longer ex-

The straight and
narrow lifestyle is
usually something that
comes with age and
experience.
pect our leaders to be Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts throughout their entire lives.
The straight and narrow lifestyle is usually something that comes with age and experience. The public is beginning to realize
that all candidates have skeletons in their
closet and voters are slowly beginning to
judge their would-be leaders by their vision
for the future and not their actions of the
distant past.
The president should be a role model to
the children of America and joking with a
young audience about the desire to do drugs
isn't the best use of television time. It was
evident in the recent interview with Barbara
Walters that Clinton regretted his statement.
But who among us hasn't wished to take
certain words back after having spoken them?
Those who run for public office are held
to a higher standard. Instead of lowering the
bar for Clinton and the baby boomers, we
have raised the bar for voters. Before casting
a ballot in November, we have to be able to
look at our candidates as human beings, complete with human frailties. True experience
is gained by those willing to make mistakes.
President Clinton has proven himself as a
viable leader despite a somewhat checkered
past. Voters must value experience over image and elect the candidate who truly has a
vision for the future.
(Jeff Tuttle is a senior journalism major
and editor in chief of The Maine Campus.)
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Editorial Pae
• Guest column

The dating game
Carol Higgins

•Letters to the editor
• Dress up your statement
To the editor:
Now I don't want my comments to be
taken the wrong way because I'm sure there
are some thoughtful and perceptive people
behind this and I'm sure there are some
people who are not so thoughtful or perceptive but still well-intentioned, but I have
some complaints.
Let's start with the signs posted up all
over: "Rape. It hurts. Let's deal with it."
What's wrong with that? Well, to be crude,
my ass hurts when I sit in class too long,
and I deal with it. Rape is against the law.
It's something a little different. I don't see
Bangor Savings Bank with a sign that says,
"Armed robbery. It hurts. Let's deal with
it." In fact, the only other illegal activity
which I could (unfortunately) see this attitude referring to is pot smoking; and even
if you do think pot smoking hurts and you
want to deal with it (I don't), I think you
can agree it's a long way from rape.
Then I happened on the men's pledge
proceedings, where a guy from Alabama
was saying men need to take risks and challenge their concepts about themselves as
men. Well, Alabama Man and the pledge
reader and just about every other "man"
who got in from off the camera or was there
in an official capacity (including our own
Dr. Dana) was wearing a suit and tie, or at
least men's slacks and a man's shirt. They
all had short hair and none of them were
wearing makeup or earrings. A suit and tie
is the classic symbol of male authority.

What a challenge to their concepts about
themselves as men. Very, very risky. They
might as well read this: "While I am making it very clear that I am a MAN,not to be
confused with a WOMAN, I would still
like to support women in my own manly
way and would like to be commended for
my courageous stand." Then the men and
women tied ribbons, the color of which
was determined by the sex of the tie-er,
around a string on the mall. It would be
more of a statement to me if these men
would get out there and WEAR A DRESS.
It seems that because rape often is directed at women and is perceived as being
sexual obviously it has more to do with
FEELINGS (i.e. "it hurts") than with the
law. While I'm not denying that there are
feelings involved, to make that the central
focus and to choose a feeling like "it hurts"
is my idea of a not very good joke. As far as
the sexual part goes, someone I know said
this: "If you hit someone over the head
with a guitar, does it have anything to do
with music?"
Thank god someone got rid of those
stupid graphics of a woman and a tear running down her face. Aside from that, the
politics of Rape Awareness Week remind
me of a line in Neil Young's song "Alabama" about having "a wheel in the ditch
and a wheel on the track."
Heidi Tolczynski
Orono

• Tourism: The way life should be
summerjob, I also had to deal with customTo the editor:
I'd like to comment on Scott Martin's ers being rude and occasionally violent. In
diatribe titled 'Tourist Tirade' that was in fact, many of the customers/tourists drove
The Maine Campus on Wednesday, Sep- off in cars with Maine plates(Ironic?). Howtember 11. Mr. Martin, why did you find it ever,I resolved conflicts with customers by
necessary to write this column? Do you turning the other cheek, not by whining
really get bothered so easily in confronta- about it in the newspaper as you did. In
tions? Is your skin really that thin? What do conclusion, Mr. Martin, neither you nor the
you expect to happen when you graduate state of Maine are alone in dealing with
and enter the 'real world?' Also why do tourists. They are a part of life in New
If
you assume that this rude customer was a England, so you may as well deal with it.
'all
with
dealing
trouble
much
so
have
you
every
that
say
to
tourist? Are you trying
time you had a bad day at work this sum- that stress' that comes from tourists as you
you should
mer, every time you dealt with a rude cus- stated in your article, maybe
work. You
to
bother
not
and
home
stay
just
tomer, a tourist was to blame?
should be
and
now,
college
in
senior
a
are
the
not
is
Maine
You know, Mr. Martin,
things.
such
handle
to
able
tremena
only state that has to deal with
dous number of tourists. My home state, in
Scott M. Rotondo
southern New England, also has a huge
Orono
my
influx of tourists during the summer. In

"I'll call you."
What woman in the free world has
never heard those words? A sentence so
simple and yet so powerful it can strike
hope and fear in the female heart. Hope
that he will call, fear that he won't. The
phrase can cause well-educated, intelligent, independent women to hold their
breath when the phone rings.
Picture it: A warm summer night
bathed in romance. He's tender, sensitive, witty and charming. The conversation is stimulating and the kisses passionate. All too soon, the evening draws to a
close. He smiles sweetly and in a voice
laced with sincerity says, "I'll call you."
And the wait begins.
First, there are the excuses. "He's
probably very busy," you think to yourself as you try not to stare at the phone.
"He'll call when he gets a chance."
Day two. You think, "He probably
forgot, but he'll surely call tomorrow,"
all the while visions of apologies are
dancing in your head.
Day three. "Well, something must
have happened," you convince yourself.
"Otherwise, he'd call."
Variations ofthese themes can last for days.
Soon the "date" is meticulously scrutinized and relived in search of clues as
to whether, A) he's just not interested,
or B) he's a pig.
Next stop Margaritaville.
Sitting around a table in a cozy restaurant with a group of girlfriends, a
pitcher of Margaritas serving as a centerpiece, can provide interesting insights
into the male psyche. Every nuance of a
man's brain is carefully dissected and
analyzed. You would almost feel sorry
for the poor dears if you could forget
why this little gathering was called in
the first place. As stories of ill-fated relationships fly from one to another, ad
nauseum, hands are thrown up in disgust
and another round is ordered

What is it about "I'll call you" that
can cause a strong, confident, 90s woman to time travel back to the submissive,
let-the-man-make-the-next-move 50s?
Why do men think saying,"I'll call you"
is the perfect way to end an evening
when they know in their hearts they plan
to keep as much distance between themselves and a phone as possible? Do they
really think women prefer being lied to?
The specific object of this article
(hereafter known as the "non-caller")and
I met in May. He had thick dark hair,
bright eyes and a smile that instantly

All too soon the
evening draws to a
close. He smiles
sweetly and in a
voice laced with
sincerity says, "I'll
call you."
And the wait begins.
made me feel comfortable. As we made
our way to the meeting room, I could
barely feel the floor underneath my feet.
Being a consummate professional, the
very image of discretion, I giggled and
blushed for the next 30 minutes.
Business phone conversations with the
non-caller soon turned personal. I felt
like I'd known him for years. "What a
great guy" became my mantra
So what happened? I don't know. I
do know that when men lament women
are jaded, cynical and lacking trust, the
reasons often rest with themselves.
Want to know more, men? Leave a
message. I'll call you. (Carol Higgins is a
seniorjounuilism major.)

Correction
The Maine Campus incorrectly reported Wednesday that Ryan Eslinger, the current
Student
interim vice president of Residents On Campus, was also a senator in the General
recommended
Senate. Eslinger is running for senator. It was also stated that Eslinger
prevent
passage of the bill before the GSS. He, in fact, opposes the measure that would
student
to
belonging
from
offices
undergraduates who hold executive positions in other
organizations that receive money from Student Government.

Your opinion matters
write a letter to•:e editor,
Maine's thrice.weekly newspaper
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Entertainment

Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Monday, September 23

DILBERT
I DON'T KNOW HOW TO
FIX ANY OF THE PRODLEMS
IN T1415 COMPANY. MIME
I'LL SUSI. SIT HERE
QUIETLY.

MY BOSS IS MAKING TNE
ENGINEERS COMPETE IN
AN "IRON MAN" EVENT.
ITS SUPPOSED
TO IMPROVE
TEAMWORK.
ir

NO, TI-IAT WOULDN'T
LOOK MAN AGERLY...
I'LL HAVE TO DO SOMETHING IDIOTIC AND
HOPE IT LOOKS LIKE
LE ADERSHI P.

cWE'RE GOING TO HAVE
AN "IRON MAN'. TEAMBUILD ING COMPETITION.

I'M GLAD I TAKE THE
STAIRS SOMETIMES
INSTEAD OF USING Ti-IE
ELEVATOR. I'M IN
PRETTY GOOD SHAPE.

YES, You ARE,
TO THE EXTENT
1 JUST
POTATO 15
WRENCHED
A PRETTY
A MUSCLE.
GOOD SHAPE.

I

44711
r

NON oz EQUITUK

1E=71/

WHAT A BUNCH
OF LEADERSHIP...

IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY:Take
a deep breath and prepare yourself for a roller coaster ride of a year. Anything can happen over the next 12 months — and probably
will. Enjoy yourself by all means, but don't
gamble as if you can't lose — you can.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Partners
and colleagues are willing to help you in any
way they can, but in order to do so they must
know what you want. This isn't the moment
to be shy about your needs. You may be
surprised to discover that you aren't the only
one who feels this way.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Even if
you have the cares of the world on your
shoulders you'll carry them with ease. No
effort — physical, mental or emotional — is
beyond you if you believe with all your heart
that what you are doing is right.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Isn't it
time you started working as hard for yourself
as you do for other people? Stand back from
what you're currently involved in and ask
yourself if it's what you really want to be
doing. If not, you couldn't pick a better day
to set out on a brand new adventure.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): It may
feel as if you're being swept along by events
which are too big to control, but don't use
that as an excuse for behaving in ways you
know are wrong. You're still a free individual with a will of your own — you can call a
halt any time you choose.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): There is a lot
of planetary activity in the area of your chart
associated with travel, friendships and social
activities. Life could and should be a lot
more fun over the next few weeks. If it isn't,
it can only be because you aren't trying hard
enough.
VIRGO (Aug.23 - Sept. 22): You would
be wise not to finalize any agreements or
arrangements until Friday. A proposal may
look attractive, but the true cost won't be
apparent until certain hidden information is
brought to light. Let the buyer beware.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): What you
start today — no matter how outrageous —
is sure to stand the test of time. You obviously have the ability to outshine rivals and
competitors, but do you have the necessary
killer instinct? You do if you want to.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov.21): Your ego
is extremely fragile at the moment, and you
may feel you're simply not up to the task
ahead of you. Remind yourself how many
times you have felt this way in the past —
and how many times it was completely unjustified.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Imagine where you would like to be and what
you would like to be doing a month or even a
year from now. Hold that thought and refuse
to let it go. There's nothing you can't achieve
if you put your mind to it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Don't
agree to any kind of deal without thinking it
over first. If you're told that you must sign
immediately, forget about it, no matter how
tempting the offer might be. Partners and
colleagues need you more than you need
them.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Seize
the initiative and do something different, no
matter how loudly and often friends and colleagues say you're heading for a fall. Just
because they lack your sense of adventure
doesn't mean you should hold yourself back.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You may
have to turn down an attractive social opportunity today, but if it helps further your ambitions in other areas, then it will be worth
the sacrifice. You can no longer postpone the
inevitable — it's time to get serious about
serious subjects.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
For Tuesday, September 24
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
will have serious duties to perform during the
next 12 months, but that doesn't mean the emotional side of your life has to suffer. Get loved
ones involved. Not only will it increase your
chances of success, but your relationships will
be strengthened too.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Do what
you can to please partners or colleagues, but
don't go too far. If they get the impression you
can be manipulated, they are sure to try to see
how far they can push you before your patience
gives out. Be friendly, by all means, but be firm
as well.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Someone
you're inclined to trust will give you expert
advice today, but you seem reluctant to take it.
Could it be your instincts have picked up on
something your conscious mind has missed?
Could it be this so-called expert isn't quite so
expert after all?
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): You're as
vulnerable to criticism as you are to flattery,
and if someone says something unkind about
You today, then the chances are you won't take
it well. But ask yourself why he/she is being so
cruel — could it be this person secretly envies
you?
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You will be
faced with complex issues and important decisions today, and you probably won't have much
time for those who don't seem to care about
serious questions. Alternatively, you could learn
from them and not be quite so eager in your
efforts to put the world to rights.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Someone who is
either much older or much younger than you
Will say or do something today that makes you
stop and think. Even if you have never taken
this person seriously before, you must admit
he/she has a valid point.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Don't rush
into anything before Thursday. Even then you
should take the utmost care to ensure you
haven't overlooked any minor details that could
develop into major obstacles at a later date.
Your next move could be your most important,
SO make it wisely.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): What you
can't have you desire more than anything else
In the world. What you can have no longer
seems to excite you the way it once did. Small
Wonder if you feel depressed. What you need
now is a new experience in your life.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Instead of
Wishing for something you know will never
happen, lower your sights a little and aim for
something you stand at least a 50-50 chance of
realizing before you get too old. Stay within
the bounds of reality.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Saturn and Venus make a somewhat stressful aspect to one another today. Therefore,even when
things appear to be going well you would be
Wise not to take anything for granted. Good
news is what you make of it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You
can't expect those you deal with, either at home
or at work, to act in a logical manner. Friday's
eclipse will shake some sense into them, but
for now you will just have to grin and bear it.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You may
have doubts about a relationship, but this isn't
the time to mention them. A difficult aspect
means your words will sound harsh and unforgiving when, in fact, that is far from how you
feel. Wait a day or two, and it will be easier to
communicate.
PISCES(Feb. 19 - March 20): If you find
Yourself wanting something simply because
someone you live or work with says you can't
have it, then you're obviously in the wrong
frame of mind to make any serious decisions.
More to the point, if you get it, you may find
You don't really want it.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
36 Johnson of
59 Mountain chain
"Laugh-In"
60 Steaming
Piano part
an
37 Golfer with
6 Trot and canter
61 Summer
army
quencher
11 Jamaica-based
38 Six: Prefix
music
62 Commencement
39 Banal bit of
14 Integra maker
63 Mike with a
versification
15 — Joe's
punch
41 Mushroom
(classic sign)
42 Gully
16 Tennis's Shriver
DOWN
43 Do over
17 Camel rival
44 Gave the wrong
19— we having
I Buddy
impression
fun yet?"
2 Common Market
46 Shepherd's
20 Linked, in a way
money
beckoning
21 Persia, today
3 Vietnam's Le
47 Sot's woe
— Tho
22 Hot mo.
48 Novelist Tyler
4 Synagogue
25 Weekday: Abbr.
49 Leaves the office
cabinets
26 Gem sides
early?
5 Tell frankly, in
28 Daze
53 Schuss
slang
30 Small piano
54 Dairy Queen
6--to the
32 Reveal
offering
Church on
33 Whirling ones
58 Cool, old-style
Time"
7 Switzerland's
Gorge of the

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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5
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8

9

23

30

29

32

To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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43

42
45
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46

48

49

50

52

51

55

54

58

59

61

62

60
163_

F L Ep 8 Medical suffix
ROBZ
HEMP S
Puate by Francis Heaney
9 Go on break
R I ND
AEA
ENOINA
29 "The Pit and the 44 One of
Marie,
e.g.:
10
F I NGERFDOD
ENDS
Chekhov's
Pendulum," e.g.
Abbr.
SENDER
XMEN
"Three Sisters"
30 Pick up on
COIRICADE if Be lenient
GIFTED
45 Smeared
31 Stiffly neat
12 Gold standard
SOCIADS
R I cola
indelibly
33 Albanian river
FRAS 13 Hymn finales
TANK
LOTSA
461.0. test name
34 Use, as
so Goals
AD I DU R I CH 18 Ancient reptile's
ARIEN
influence
suffix
PINTO
LASS
PERF
35 Physician Jonas
SEESAW 21 Rink event
OLL I E
, and kin
SUIDSE a
ONGRA I N
22 Be —in the
37 Environmental
face
DARWIN
LDED
problem
F LOT F CIDIREID 23 In — (unborn) 40"
I DE A
had it!"
UINTEI LUXE' 24 Bit of riffraff
TIER
41 Is serious
Ocum DUD0N AXOD 27 Black cuckoo 43 Indian music

Corrections

56

31
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36

53

35

27

33

39

34

21
26

25

24

13

19

20

28

12

16

18

17

44

11

10

15

14

22

No.0806

_
51 Pundit
52 Nimble

54 Sis's sib
55
Vegas
56 Lance of L.A. law
57 Perfection in
gymnastics

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Politics

Federal lobbying expenditures top $400 million
WASHINGTON (AP) — Corporations, trade groups, unions and other
special interests spent at least $400 million trying to influence the federal government in the first half of 1996, according to an analysis of the first disclosures
under a new lobbying law.
Expenditures ranged from the millions spent by AT&T and the nation's
largest doctors' lobby to less than
$10,000 by the San Francisco-based
Family Violence Prevention Fund, which
can afford only a part-time lobbyist.
The figure is the most comprehensive estimate yet of amounts special interests spend on lobbying official Washington, but experts say it is probably
conservative.
"I don't think you're at all out of
bounds with the thought of a billiondollar-a-year industry," said Ron Shaiko, an American University professor
who teaches lobbying.
The Associated Press derived the
$400 million spending total by randomly sampling one of every 50 of the more
than 9,000 lobbying reports on file at
Capitol Hill and using their reported
lobbying expenses to project an industry-wide total.
In addition, AP randomly reviewed
some 1,800 reports in greater detail, and

searched the reports of 200 of the most
active players in Washington. Those
methods further bolstered the $400 million figure.
s
Among the largest spenders in the
first half of 1996:
—Philip Morris, $11.3 million. The
tobacco giant spent its money primarily
in a fight to keep tobacco products from
coming under regulation of the Food and
Drug Administration.
—The American Medical Association,
$8.5 million. The nation's largest professional group for doctors lobbied on Medicare and Medicaid, tobacco regulation,
health care and legislation to change liability reform.
—The U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
$7.5 million. The chamber lobbied heavily on behalf of the Republican "Contract
with America," which included many
business-friendly provisions.
Under a law that took effect Jan. 1,
groups that lobby on federal legislation
or regulations must file reports estimating their expenditures twice a year. The
first were due beginning Aug. 15.
For two reasons, the first six-month
figure probably is low.
First, 1996 so far has been a quieterthan-usual season for lobbyists, said
Wright Andrews, president of the Amer-

ican League of Lobbyists, the profession's main trade group. "I would not be
surprised to see the numbers higher in a
subsequent six-month period," Andrews
said.
Second, the new reports ignore money spent on grass-roots lobbying, the rapidly growing practice of using advertising, fax machines, mail and telephone
banks to stir up public support or opposition to policies.
Not only the Chamber of Commerce

but groups including the National Restaurant Association and the National Association of Home Builders spent heavily last year promoting the "Contract With
America" with the public. Unions are
spending $35 million this election year
on broadcast ads promoting Democratic
issues. The new numbers reflect none of
that spending.
The new law also does not require
See LOBBY on page 18

• Confrontation

Tension scaled back in Iraq
STOCKHOLM(AP)— Signaling an easing of tensions in the Persian Gulf, Defense
Secretary William Perry said Sunday Iraq is
"backing off— the threatening moves it was
making a week ago. One of two U.S. aircraft
carriers in region might leave next month, he
said.
"All the evidence I've seen the last four or
five days is positive," Perry said on a flight
from Finland to Sweden."I truly believe Iraq
is backing offthe threatening actions they were
taking a week ago.
"But we will watch it very carefully, very
carefully, every day,every hour."
On Sept. 11,Perry said U.S.forces would

inflict punishment"disproportionatetothe prov°cations" after Iraqi rocket launchers erratically fired a missile toward a U.S. aircraft enforcing a flight-interdiction zone over Iraq. The
Iraqis stopped harassing the American fighters
rather than confront a major forces buildup
ordered by President Clinton. In the face of
criticism from many U.S.allies,the administration demurred on any counterattack.
As part of the buildup, the carrier USS
Enterprise joined the USS Carl Vinson in the
Persian Gulf,and its planes began patrolling an
expanded no-fly zone in southern Iraq.
See IRAQ page 16

University of Maine

* Attention ALL Students *
Domestic Students:

International Students:

1996-97
University of Maine
Orono, Maine

STUDENT HEALTH
INSURANCE PLAN

Student Health Insurance Plan (Acadia)
The cost of the plan is $492.00 per year and is included on
your tuition bill. To reject this plan you must return a
cancellation card to the UMaine Business Office by October 4,
1996.

International Student/Scholar Medical
Insurance Program (John Hancock)
The cost of the plan is $592.00 per year and is included on
your tuition bill. To reject this plan, students must meet UMaine
International Program requirements and apply for a waiver.
Waiver application and verification of medical insurance form
signed by insurer must be returned to the International Programs
Office by October 4, 1996.

* Deadline: October 4, 1996*
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• Education

Last all male public school opens doors to women
LEXINGTON,Va.(AP)— Virginia Military Institute opened its barracks and parade
groundsto women on Saturday,retreating from
157 years of male-only tradition as the price of
keeping its public funds.
The decision came nearly three months
after the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that VMI's
exclusion of women was unconstitutional.
While The Citadel in South Carolina decided injust two days to go along with the decision
—and has fourfemale cadets this year — VMI
had put off acting while it weighed the possibility ofgoing private to preserve its traditions and
discipline.
After four days of debate, the VMI board
voted 9-8 on Saturday to admit women by the

fall of 1997.
Both Gov. George Allen and state legislators had urged VMI to go along with the Supreme Court's ruling. Many alumni strongly
opposed allowing women into the school in the
Blue Ridge Mountains.
"It'sa sad day for VMI.It's a sad day for the
state and it's a sad day for the nation as far asI'm
concerned,"said RobertPatterson,a 1943graduate and lead attorney for the legal effort to
exclude women.
Senior cadet Brian Bagwan, 22, said there
would be "no fundamental change.... VMI is a
lot more than having or not having women."
But Jabari Craddock,a 19-year-old junior,
said many cadets were saddened to see the

tradition end.
"One day when I start a family,and my son
comes to me and says, 'Hey pops, I want to
attend an all-male military institute like you
did,' I'll say,'Son,I'm sorry,there are no more
of them left," Craddock said.
If VMI had decided to go private rather than
admit women on equal footing with men, the
school would have had to raise a minimum
endowment of$200 million to generate the $10
million in annual operating funds now supplied
by the state, according to VMI Superintendent
Josiah Bunting III.
The alumni also might have had to buy the
campus, valued at $137 million.
VMI Board President William Berry said

the panel voted its head over its heart."There is
no question the sentiment of the board — 100
percent is that we would prefer for VMI to
remain all male and state supported."
Board member Anita Blair, who voted
against coeducation and wore a button that read
"GoPrivate," said the school stands now stands
to lose its "distinctive, attractive educational
niche."
At the heart of that uniqueness is VMI's
method of training young men under harsh,
demanding conditions.
First-year cadets live in spartan barracks
that offer little privacy, rise before the sun,
See VMI page 20

• Flight 800

Discovery of airline's history damages bomb case
WASHINGTON(AP)— A month before
the crash of TWA Flight 800, the airliner was
used to train bomb-sniffing dogs,and the explosives in those exercises could explain the traces
ofchemical residue found on the plane,government officials said Friday.
"This discovery would definitely hurt any
attempt to build a circumstantial case ofa bomb
destroying the aircraft," a source close to the
investigation told The Associated Press."Now
we would definitely need pitting or blast damage to prove there was a bomb placed on
board."
Investigators have been stymied for weeks
in determining what caused the Boeing 747
jumbojet to plunge into the Atlantic Ocean July

17, killing all 230 people on board.
Some investigators have speculated they
might have to build acircumstantial case around
the tiny traces ofchemical explosives that were
found to support any conclusion that a bomb or
terrorist act caused the crash.
A Federal Aviation Administration official
said FAA investigatorsfound recordslate Thursday showing that the plane had been used for
testing dogs on their bomb-detection ability.
Officials began looking for the match about a
month ago.
"It was a long tedious process of matching
FAA and TWA records," the official said,
speaking on the condition of anonymity.
The TWA plane was used as a testing

facility for bomb-sniffing dogs as part of a
routine training exercise in June,officialsfamiliar with the investigation said Friday.
"It was this plane, and the test bombs
contained explosive material," said one of

Officials said this could explain the trace
residuespreviously identified in theTWA Flight
800 investigation. Tiny traces of PETN and
RDX have been found in various areas of the
aircraft wreckage that has been recovered.
"We still don't know whether we have a
Test packages containing explosive chem- match" between the explosive residue and the
icals were placed aboard the Boeing 747 in St. bombs used in the training exercise,one official
Louis,but they were removed from the aircraft said.
"At this point, there would be no reason to
before the plane took off, another source close
to the investigation told The Associated Press. rule out the possibility ofa bomb,based only on
The assortment of high explosives used in thisdevelopment," anotherfederal officialcauthe June 10exercise may have included PETN, tioned.
nitroglycerine and RDX, although the police
The FAA told the FBI about the discovery
departmenttold the FBIthat"allofthe stuffw as
See TWA pages 20
removed from the plane," the source said.

Saves on calling cards,too!
Just dial 1-800-COLLECT and use any local calling card.

1-800-COLLECT
It's Fast. It's Easy. It Saves.
For long-distance calls. Savings vs.interstate 1-800-CALL-ATT basic card rates.
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i political waters
Extreme Louisiana Senate candidates stir
1.

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Louisiana's
open primary has given voters a striking
choice for the U.S. Senate — a Republican
with a near loathing for government and a
mainstream Democrat who defends it at almost every turn.
Each will say the other is too extreme as
they campaign for the Nov.5 runoffelection.
The leader among 15 candidates in Saturday's open primary, in which all candidates
run regardless ofparty, was state Rep.Woody
Jenkins,once a Libertarian,once a Democrat,
who now calls himselfa "centralist" Republican.
His lead, though not enough for an outright victory, capped a come-from-behind
surge helped by GOP spending.
He'll face former state treasurer Mary
Landrieu, a Democrat who bills herself as a
moderate.
With virtually all precincts reporting,Jen-

kins had 321,019 or 26 percent; Landrieu had
263,785 or 21 percent; and Richard Ieyoub,
Democratic state attorney general,249,586 or
20 percent. David Duke, repudiated by the
GOP because of his past in the Ku Klux Klan,
was a strong fourth with 140,906or 11 percent.
Landrieu, long considered the front-runner, favors abortion rights. Jenkins, by contrast, has been a longtime legislative floor
leader for Christian fundamentalists and a
prime mover of anti-abortion legislation, including one that would havejailed any doctor
performing an abortion. That measure passed,
but was ruled unconstitutional.
Landrieu took an early offensive against
Jenkins on Sunday.
"His feeling is that government should
do as little as possible and let people fend for
themselves," Landrieu said at a news conference. "That's not what Louisiana believes. ... Government should help people

make ends meet."
Jenkins, too, came out swinging.
"The philosophy Mary Landrieu represents is isolated. This is not a liberal state," he
said at his news conference in Baton Rouge.
With Democrat J. Bennett Johnston retiring after 24 years in the Senate, this is the
GOP's first real shot at a seat since Reconstruction.The National Republican Senatorial
Committee said in a news release that it is
ready to do whatever needed to make that
happen.
"Woody Jenkinsis well-positioned to make
this a classic race between a common-sense
conservative and a down-the-line liberal,"
said Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y., chairman of that committee.
Not so, said David Eichenbaum, spokesman for the Democratic National Committee.
"Isee it as being pretty favorable for Landrieu.
Considering the way you have the race set up

down there— a moderate Democratic woman
versus a Republican who is just clearly extreme in all sorts of ways."
In what ways is he extreme? "Firstly and
mostly, you cannot have a more rabid antichoice position(on abortion)than Mr.Jenkins
has."
Jenkins also is anti-tax. "In fact, we want
to abolish the IRS and repeal the income tax,"
he told supporters during the campaign.
Jenkins noted that in Saturday's 15-candidate field, Republicans got 55 percent of the
vote.
Throughout the primary campaign, the
GOP candidates hit at Landrieu's record in the
state House where she served for eight years
— most of those years as a floor leader for
populist Democrat and liberal Gov. Edwin
Edwards.

You're -young,
inexperienced and (lora
evert have a degree.
We think you're ready
to be a leader.

When you get involved with Do Something, you'll be helping to build your
community. You can get involved in existing programs, or start your own with
a Do Something Grant. For more information, go to the Internet community
festival, http://www.webstock96.com and basically, do something good.

Perry raised the possibility that if there is no
increase in tension,the Vinson would leave the
Middle East next month and return to Bremerton, Wash., its home port.
"When it gets to the date ofdecision for it to
go, we'll look carefully at what's going on in
Iraq," said Perry.
The current U.S.-Iraq problem began when
Saddam Hussein, Iraq's president, helped one
oftwo battling factions gain control ofKurdishpopulated northern Iraq over formerly U.S.aligned Kurds.In congressional testimony last
week, CIA director John Deutch said Saddam
emerged from the episode stronger politically
than he had been.
Perry,in northern Europe to confer with his
counterparts and attend a NATO meeting in
Norway, said the 5,000 U.S. troops now engaged in war games in Kuwait will remain
several months to complete their training.
"We have no plans at this time to send any
more forces than we've already sent in," said
Perry. When the training exercise in Kuwait
ends, he said, "we'll take a look at what the
situation is."
In an interview on Fox television Sunday,
Nizar Hamdoon,Iraq's ambassadorto the United Nations,said the U.S.troops in Kuwait"are
only going to raise the tension in the area."
Saddam's Aug. 2, 1990, invasion of Kuwait
started a process that led to a 100-hour ground
war in February 1991 to drive the Iraqis out.
He said Iraq wants "some sort of dialogue
between the two governments.I think there are
lots of ways to try to figure out how to get an
improvement to the situation, to lessen the
tension."
On the same network, Washington's U.N.
ambassador,Madeleine Albright,said the United States would agree to allow Iraqi oil sales for
humanitarian purposes only after the situation
in northern Iraq has become "such that allows
the United Nations to feel comfortable enough
to send in monitors."
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• Medicine

Future of xenotransplants hindered by disease concerns
WASHINGTON (AP) — Weighing
For kidney patients, the need for
the risk of spreading diseases against a sources other than humans is especially
shortage of human donors, the govern- acute. More than 33,000 patients were
ment is offering guidelines for transplant- awaiting kidney transplants in August.
ing animal cells, organs and tissues into
"I think the viewpoint is that at some
people.
point in the next five years people are
The Food and Drug Administration going to start to use xenotransplants
guidelines, issued Friday, come as the (from one species to another), and I
number of people needing transplants think the FDA wanted to be ahead of the
grows faster than the number of willing curve," said Dr. Alan R. Hull, a Dallas
donors. Some 3,000 people die each year nephrologist and medical professor and
waiting for transplants, the government president of the National Kidney Founsays.
dation.
Doctors and other scientists are workThe promise is tempered with worry,
ing to bridge the gap, from transplanting however, about how humans might react
whole animal organs to genetically engi- to unknown viruses and other microorneering animal tissue that the human body ganisms.
won't reject.
Monkeys can spread the Ebola virus

• Biology

Frozen heart revival
milestone for scientists

to humans, and primates carry simian
immunodeficiency virus, closely related
to the human AIDS virus. Scientists are
exploring possible links between mad cow
disease and Creutzfeld Jakob disease in
humans.
The FDA guidelines offer a number of
steps from the breeding of animals to the
makeup of transplant teams to ensure that
cross-species transplants are safe. They say
patients should be told of the risks to themselves, families and other close contacts,
including sexual partners.
"There's a very real problem," FDA
Commissioner David Kessler said, noting the shortage of human donor material.
"I think because of this problem we
are willing to take some very real risks,"
he said. "But the watchword is caution.
This needs to proceed scientifically and
cautiously."
Some animal-to-human transplants
have received widespread attention, such
as the transplant of a baboon heart into
Baby Fae nearly 12 years ago, transplants
of baboon livers at the University of Pin sburgh, and transplant last year of baboon
marrow into AIDS patient Jeff Getty of
San Francisco.
Getty, 39, said he looks forward to
reading the guidelines, wishes they could
be more specific but understands why
they aren't — the government still doesn't
fully understand the risk and won't assume responsibility.
"How do we live our lives after we
receive a transplant?" Getty said, add-

ing that he received advice from his
transplant team this summer. He said no
baboon viruses have been detected in
him.
People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals,an animal rights group based in
Norfolk, Va., said the guidelines put the
government's seal on a wasteful, cruel
and possibly dangerous practice.
"There's no shortage of available human organs," spokesman Dan Mathews
said. "They're just being buried."
Although transplants from fellow primates to humans draw the most attention,
many food animals are being groomed
for medicine.
Scientists are transplanting fetal pig cells
to treat Parkinson's disease, genetically
modified pig liver to counter human liver
failure, pancreatic cells from pigs to treat
human diabetes and fetal calf adrenal cells
to ease the pain for people in the final stages
of cancer.
Among the guidelines, the FDA said
surgical transplant teams should include
a veterinarian and a doctor specializing
in infectious diseases. The hospital or
clinic should be associated with an accredited virology and microbiology laboratory.
In addition, the FDA urged that samples of blood, cells and tissue from the
animals and human recipients be saved for
follow-up investigations. And it said the
animals should be bred and reared in captivity from known stock and with close
record-keeping and screening for known
causes of infection.

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) — One
Cheers erupted at what appeared to be
moment, the laboratory bustled. People the successful revival of an organ that had
poured fluid into tubes, monitored its tem- been frozen to its core in liquid nitrogen,
perature and tended to clamps controlling at 320 degrees below zero. Several people
gasped and one woman cried.
its flow.
The tiny realm of cryobiology, which
The next, all work stopped. Everyone
in the lab leaned in close as the focus of studies the effects of low temperatures on
organisms, has been set abuzz by the suctheir labor was removed from a beaker.
Sitting in the center of one scien- cessful defrosting of a tiny, pulsating organ.
So what's the big deal?
tist's palm was a rat heart, the size and
hue of a red grape.
See FROZEN on page 20
And it was beating.
•
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VOTE
GENERAL STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS
THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 26

• OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS: VOTE IN THE NUTTER ROOM/COMMUTER LOUNGE OF
• MEMORIAL UNION ON 2ND FLOOR DIAGONALLY ACROSS FROM THE INFORMATION BOOTH
• FROM 9:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
•
•
• ON-CAMPUS STUDENTS: VOTE IN THEIR DINING COMMONS FROM 11:00 A.M. TO 1:30 P.M.
•
• AND 5:00 P.M. TO 6:30 P.M.
•
•
• STODDER REGION: (STODDER,BALENTINE,COLVIN,ESTABROOKE AND PENOBSCOT)VOTE
• IN STODDER COMMONS
•
•
• HILLTOP REGION: (SOMERSET,KNOX,OXFORD AND DTAV)VOTE IN HILLTOP COMMONS
•
•

HART HANCOCK VOTE IN STEWART COMMONS

•

STEWART REGION:(ANDROSCOGGIN,CUMBERLAND AND GANNETT)VOTE IN STEWART
COMMONS

•
• YORK REGION:(YORK,YORK VILLAGE,KENNEBEC AND AROOSTOOK)VOTE IN YORK
• COMMONS
•
•
•

•
•

Absentee voting can be done in the Student Government Office from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on 9/24,9/25 & 9/26 if you'll be out of town on
election day or if your name is not on the voting lists.
•0000000000000000000••••••55••••••••••••••••••••00000••••••••••em•••••••••••••••••••
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• Health care

•
Increase m managed_ care saves taxpayers money
OSSINING,N.Y.(AP)— It still hurts, join 13 other states that have federal peralmost literally, when Maribel Ramos mission to experiment with Medicaid.
It would be the largest such experiremembers what her medical care was
ment
by far. New York, with its considlike before this year.
population of poor people on pubmigraine
headerable
"I would get these
assistance,
plans to extend mandatory
lic
aches and these anxiety attacks, and I
beyond single mothers to
managed
care
would have to go to the emergency room
and to people with
and
disabled
running
the
old
and wait and wait, with the kids
mental
illness and drug or
chronic
young
AIDS,
around," says the mother of two
problems.
working
out
alcohol
boys. "Medicaid was not
The state's plan would eventually covthat great."
er
all
of its 3.6 million Medicaid recipi29,000
other
Then Ramos,along with
ents
and
save $1.5 billion over five years,
moved
into
manwelfare mothers, was
Frances
Tarlton of the state Health
says
County's
goals
aged care. Westchester
Department.
healthier
and,
were clear: keep people
"We want to make managed care gennot incidentally, save money.
erally
the way Medicaid patients get their
Taxpayers
will
Ramos seems thrilled.
health
care," Tarlton says.
savings
continue
at
also be delighted if
of translating one county's
In
terms
$8
million
a
year.
the projected pace of
Westchester's program, started Jan. 1, program to the entire state, however,
was the first in the state to mandate man- Westchester is far from standard. The
aged care for Medicaid recipients. It may third-richest in the state, with a populasoon have company. New York hopes to tion ofjust under 900,000, it encompass-

es everything from cities to horse farms
to the bedroom villages that make it a
prototypical suburb. It has plenty of doctors and a modest welfare roll.
It's far different from New York City's
teeming neighborhoods with heavy Medicaid caseloads or empty rural counties
upstate with entrenched poverty and little
managed care in place. Also, it has so far
enrolled only recipients of Aid to Families
With Dependent Children — generally
single mothers and their kids, plus the few
children of home relief families.
One of those single mothers is Ramos,
25, who has the same kind of health plan
as millions of middle-class Americans.
For those accustomed to freely choosing
their own doctors, managed care can seem
like a step down. For Ramos, it's a big
step up.
"The doctor is much better. He's good
to my kids," she says at her walkup
apartment in Ossining.

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

She is still covered by Medicaid. But
now instead of heading for an expensive
emergency room with health problems,
she calls her doctor and gets advice or an
appointment.
Officials cite multiple benefits. Welfare families stay healthier with primary
doctors guiding their care and immunizing children on schedule.
That means the government pays less.
Medicaid,financed 50 percent by the federal government, 25 percent by the state
and 25 percent by the county, would have
cost the county $66.5 million this year
without the new plan's $8 million savings.
County Social Services Commissioner Mary Glass says an unfinished survey
indicates that so far, "90 percent of the
clients are much happier because they
have actually a place to go. They can call
up and make an appointment and know
they're not on some super-long line."
"It seems to take away the stigma,"
says Dr. Larry Goldstein, a family practitioner in Tarrytown. "You can call a
doctor and say you're with Genesis (a
managed-care company)and not have to
be identified as a Medicaid patient."
Some 650,000 New Yorkers on Medicaid were already enrolled in voluntary managed care, but Westchester requires enrollment.
"I felt if you enroll only those who
cared to be, you continue to leave behind
the most expensive users of Medicaid,"
Glass says. "You got only the savviest,
most alert users. And they are also the
healthiest ones."
In addition, she says,"From a business
point of view, I thought I could attract
enough managed-care organizations ifthey
knew in advance that there were,say,32,000
customers. We could guarantee customers
because it was mandatory."

Lc•bby

EVERYONE WITJ,GIVEYOU
THEIRTWOCMSWORM BUT WILL
THATBEENOUGHTORETIREON?
T

oday there seems to be an investment expert
or financial advisor almost everywhere you
turn. But just how qualified are all these
experts?
Peace of mind about your future comes from
solid planning. From investments and services
designed and managed with your needs and
retirement security specifically in mind. The
kind of investments and services TIAA-CREF
has been providing for more than 75 years.
WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.
Our counselors are trained retirement
professionals who have only you and your
future in mind. So you're treated as the unique
person you are, with special needs and concerns
about retirement. And that makes for an
understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of
choice and flexibility in building your retirement
nest-egg — from TIAA's guaranteed traditional
annuity to the investment opportunities of

CREF's seven variable annuity accounts.
And we're nonprofit, so our expense charges
are among the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.'' That means more of your money
is where it should be — working for you.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private
pension system in the world, based on assets
under management — managing more than
$150 billion in assets for more than one and a
half million people throughout the nation.
TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.
It's tough to wade through all the "advice':
to find a reliable pension plan provider. But as a
member of the education and research
community, your best choice is simple: TIAACREF. Because when it comes to helping you
prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up
to more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAACREF can help you prepare for the future, call
our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.su
° Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Analysis, 1995; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., Lipper-Directors' Analytical Data. 1995 (Quarterly).
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services.
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spending reports on such other forms of
influence as political donations, state and
local lobbying, and public relations and
advertising.
There is little to which the new numbers can be compared. Estimates are that
upwards of $100 million was spent lobbying for or against President Clinton's
1993 health care reform proposal. Congressional auditors in 1989 totaled $234
million in lobbying spending, using admittedly incomplete data.
Other major spenders this year include General Motors, $6.9 million; the
Christian Coalition,$5.9 million; General Electric, $5.3 million; the Chemical
Manufacturers Association,$4.5 million;
AT&T, $4.3 million; pharmaceutical
maker Pfizer, $4.2 million; and banking
giant Citicorp, $4.2 million.
Dozens of other interests reported
spending more than $1 million,including
major players in the oil, telecommunications, defense and pharmaceutical industries.
For the nation's largest defense contractor, Lockheed Martin, a $3.4 million
lobbying budget for six months represented a tiny cost compared to the $10.5
billion in federal contracts it held in 1995.
The nation's largest membership organization, the American Association of
Retired Persons, spent $3 million weighing in on everything from age discrimination,low-income heating assistance and
telemarketing fraud to the practices of
the funeral industry.
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• Substance abuse

Teen-age drug use worries senators, Washington officials
WASHINGTON (AP)
The complacency of many parents toward drug
use by their teen-age children increases
the need for fully funded education and
prevention programs, the White House's
anti-drug chief said Sunday.
"The real problem is making a case
for drug education, prevention and treatment to this Congress and to state legislatures," said the national drug control
policy director, Barry R. McCaffrey.
McCaffrey's comments on ABC's
"This Week With David Brinkley" came
as Republicans and Democrats sought to
blame each other for a sharp rise in drug
use among teen-agers the past few years.
GOP presidential nominee Bob Dole has
accused the Clinton administration offailing to stem this tide and sought to make
it a decisive issue in the campaign.
In response,the Clinton campaign has

highlighted Dole's past votes against
forming the drug chief's office and against
some anti-drug programs.
"There's an awful lot of electionyear twaddle going on right now," said
McCaffrey, a retired Army general.
He joined others on Sunday news programs in emphasizing that government's
influence is limited in a situation where
studies show that baby boomer parents
generally are more permissive or resigned
to drug use among their children than
traditionally has been the case.
"We have a generation of children
now in that drug age who are being parented by a generation of people many of
whom used drugs," Sen. Joseph Biden,
D-Del., ranking Democrat on the Senate
Judiciary Committee,said on CBS'"Face
the Nation."
Republicans continued to fault Presi-

dent Clinton for failing to speak out during a period when drug use among teenagers was doubling. "Literally, there is
no leadership from the White House on
this issue," Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Sen. Orrin Hatch,R-Utah,said
on CBS.
"I wish he could develop the same
kind of animus toward the Cali cartel as
he has toward Philip Morris," said William Bennett, a former head of the drug
office and now a Dole adviser. Clinton
has waged an aggressive campaign
against the tobacco industry aiming to
curb teen smoking.
McCaffrey said the administration has
requested a $15 billion budget for fighting
drugs, the largest in history, and urged
Congress to support funding for education
and prevention as it has for interdiction.
The GOP-led Congress has stressed

the need for greater efforts to stop drug
trafficking at the source countries and at
the U.S. borders. It has sought to cut
some programs favored by the administration, such as Safe and Drug Free
Schools.
Interdiction is important, McCaffrey
said, "but we can't keep drugs out of the
country, out of our schools and out of our
prisons, simply with force."
Attorney General Janet Reno,appearing on CBS, said the emphasis on treatment for hard-core users has helped bring
violent crime in the country down by 10
percent. Drug use as a whole has generally gone down during the Clinton administration, she said.
But Hatch predicted that "violent
crime is going to go off the charts because of this upswing in drug use among
our children."

• Infractions

U.S. policy violations cited in School of Americas manual
WASHINGTON (AP) — A U.S.-run
academy for Latin American military officers used training manuals that contained references to executions, beatings
and other human rights abuses, the Pentagon says in a disclosure that prompted
renewed calls for the school's closing.
The Pentagon on Friday released English translations of some of the phrases
that officials said were contained in the
original Spanish-language manuals used
at the U.S. Army's School of the Americas from 1987 to 1991.
Rep.Joseph P. Kennedy,D-Mass.,said
it "shows what we have long suspected:
taxpayer dollars have been used to train
military officers in executions, extortion,
beatings and other acts of intimidation —
all clear civil rights abuses which have no
place in civilized society."
He said "this further underscores the
need to close" the school, which was
established in Panama in 1946 and moved
to Fort Benning, Ga., in 1984.
General information contained in the
manuals was sent to Congress in 1991 by
then-Defense Secretary Dick Cheney,but
the exact translations of the training manuals were not made public then, military

officials said.
Lt. Col. Arne Owens, a Pentagon
spokesman, said several Spanish-language copies of the six original manuals
are now available for scrutiny.
"The Department of Defense did a
review five years ago, and Congress was
told about it five years ago ... but the
manuals were not publicly released" at
that time, Owens said. He said he could
not say why that occurred.
"The review found that about two dozen
isolated phrases, sentences or short passages, out of 1,100 pages in six of the manuals,
were objectionable or dubious" and "appeared to condone practices violating U.S.
policy," a Pentagon statement said.
It said the phrases were taken out of
context from chapters carrying titles such
as "Handling of Sources," "Counterintelligence" and "Terrorism and the Urban Guerrilla."
The statement offered some of these
translations:
—"The employee's value could be
increased by means of arrests, executions or pacification, taking care not to
expose the employee as the information
source."

—"The (counterintelligence agent)
must offer presents and compensation
for information leading to the arrest, capture or death of guerrillas."
—"Threats should not be made unless they can be carried out and the employee realizes that such threats could be
carried out."
—"Insurgents can be considered
criminal by the legitimate government
and are afraid to be brutalized after capture."
—"The ancient Romans had a saying, 'in vino veritras' (sic) there is truth
in wine — ... a drunk man reveals his true
thought and real actions. If we observe

our employee drinking or in a drunken
state, we could learn much about him."
Critics in Congress have argued for
years that the School of the Americas is a
training ground for dictators and human
rights abusers,and that it should be closed.
In attempts to deny funding to the
school, Kennedy has argued that 10 Latin
American presidents who attended the
school took over governments through
undemocratic means,including Panamanian dictators Manuel Antonio Noriega
and Omar Torrijos.
The Pentagon says the school is designed to help professionalize the militaries
in Latin American and Caribbean countries.

•
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i consumer Forum
:Sponsored by: Curtis & Griffin
:LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDED BY
:THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE STUDENT GOVERNMENT, INC.

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
Uhlaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

°Do you have problems reading the chalk"
board, or just need an updated eye exam?
Dr.John Gaetani,from Gaetani Eye Care Associates at
569 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town,is now offering his
services at Cutler Health Center.
Dr. Gaetani will be offering comprehensive
eye exams as well as eye glass prescriptions
and contact lens fittings.
(Exams can be billed to student accounts).
Students can call Cutler Health Center at 581-4179
to make appointments
for Tuesdays and Thursdays, 8a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Faculty are encouraged to contact Dr. Gaetani A
at his Old Town office, at 827-2616.

•Credit Cards loans•Rent to own
•Repossessions•How to protect
yourself from being a victim!!!
:Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
:September 25th at 12 noon
007
:Legal Services: 551-17139
:Guest Speaker:
:William Lund
:state of Maine
:Office of Consumer Credit Regulation Panel
:Ted Curtis, Attorney, Curtis & Griffin
'Brian Molloy, Attorney, Curtis & Griffin

JOIN US WITH YOUR LUNCH!
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VMI
observe rigid timetables and march single-file
everywhere they go on campus.
They are also exposed to the "rat line,"
comparable in intensity to Marine boot camp,
where they are tormented by older cadets.
The only changes VMI will make to the
barracks will be to protect "basic human physical decency,"such asbuilding aseparateshower
for women and putting curtains on the windows.
"Female cadets will be treated precisely as
wetreat malecadets," Bunting said.Otherwise,
"fully-qualified women would themselvesfeel
demeaned."
And he added that he wasn't too concerned
about the possibility that male and female cadets would start dating.
"Rats don't have time to date anybody,"
Bunting said.

Frozen
Ifsuch a heart can be transplanted back
into a rat and work, some say, the procedure would be a first step to storing human
organs indefinitely, giving doctors limitless time to test tissue for disease and
match needy recipients perfectly to particular organs. Or limbs. Or glands.
Now the only things regularly frozen
and brought back are sperm,embryos and
some small blood vessels, like veins and
arteries.
Freezing at the temperature of liquid
nitrogen has been the goal of cryobiologists worldwide for decades. It's the coldest attainable temperature, scientists believe, and would presumably immobilize
anything that could invade an organ.
So far, however, no one has been able to
do this without triggering massive damage.
The new method made its debut in the
United States earlier this month at Alcor
Life Extension Foundation, a cryonics facility in Scottsdale. The South African researchers who invented it were flown here
by local cryonicists, eight of whom witnessed the procedure. Cryonicists believe
such research will eventually lead to a way
to preserve, and revive, whole bodies.
The South Africans say they also have
frozen and revived rat livers and a pig's
heart at their lab in Pretoria. They are
raising money for the next research step,
transplantation of a revived organ into a
lab animal.
Some cryobiologists, however, are dubious. Until a defrosted organ is transplanted into a human and functions, they
say, celebration is premature.
The work of biologist Olga Visser and
others at the University of Pretoria has
been neither published nor presented at
any major meeting of cryobiologists, so
few scientists have reviewed it. Visser has
shared it with a few prominent cryobiologists, and others have seen it as reviewers
for Cryobiology,a British magazine that's
contemplating publishing her research.
Opinions aside,cryobiologists are talking plenty about the beating rat heart.
"There is quite a lot of interest in their
results," said Dr. Greg Fahy, head of
tissue cryopreservation at the Naval Medical Research Institute at Bethesda, Md.
Fahy, who has seen Visser's formula,
has been researching organ preservation
for more than 20 years. While he cautions
that the method is far from human application, he credits it with "miraculously reviving" hope among some cryobiologists.
To others, success for Visser's work is
neither likely nor necessary.
With 40,000 people in the United States
alone awaiting transplants, donated organs are all used immediately; there is no
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Kallstrom said the "no bomb"
need for storage,said Dr.James Southard,
a biochemist at the University of Wisconfrom page 16
sin-Madison and a leading U.S. cryobiologist.
Ieyoub had been considered an almost safe
She voted for nearly $1 billion in taxes
Aside from his inherent interest in Visfor a runoff with Landrieu.
bet
ser's work, Southard is also something of requested by the Edwards administration and
But,three weeks ago his backing fell amid
a competitor. He developed an organ pres- was a protector of welfare and other social
reports that he had used campaign funds
news
ervation solution, marketed by DuPont, programs.
Jenkins predicted that Landrieu will use as personal income to pay for things like carpet
that extends the life of kidneys, pancreases, hearts and livers awaiting transplanta- hisfriendship with Oliver North and hisFriends in his home.
None ofthe expenditures was illegal under
tion.
of Americas organization as political fodder
Louisiana's broad ethics and campaign finance
But Visser, Fahy and others say long- "but it won't work."
Jenkins formed the nonprofit agency in the laws, but the National Republican Committee
term preservation offers one key advantage: It buys time. Patients could be per- mid-1980s to help refugees in the Conlin picked up on the reports and spent $500,000
fectly matched to donors, organs could be struggle in Nicaragua. The organization was attacking him in television commercials.
"This has been one ofthe ugliest, nastiest,
tested for cancer, AIDS and other diseas- fed some funds by a Contra support network
es, and a patient's tissue could be readied operated by North—money that congression- most brutal campaigns in Louisiana political
for the foreign organ — all these things al documents alleged went to Contra rebels. history," Ieyoub said, his face red, as he
conceded the election.
Jenkins denied he ever aided the rebels.
take time.
"A lot of people get diseases through
kidney and liver transplants," said Dr.
Grant Knight, a biochemist at the University of Otago in Dunedin, New Zealand.
"And organs sometimes work for some
years and then they fail because they are
mismatched."
Cancer is inadvertently transmitted in
65 of every 150,000 organ transplants,
according to Joel Newman of the United
Network for Organ Sharing, a federally
funded entity that matches donors and
recipients.
HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, has
been passed on to two organ recipients in
the last decade, Newman said.
Southard argues that organ rejection
and infections will be eliminated by new
drugs and that is where research money
should go.
Knight is collaborating with Visser and
is testing her technique on rat livers. Transplantation is the key to proof, he said in a
telephone interview from his home in
Dunedin.
"It's possible, but I haven't seen any
evidence of the heart's power," Knight
said of whether a heart could pump blood
once defrosted. "She tells me it beats.
Fine, but! don't know if it can work."
Visser first demonstrated the liquid
nitrogen method in August 1995. Denied
public money, the project was privately
For a Limited time, Herff Jones offers big savings
financed and done mostly on volunteered
on our complete selection of college rings.
time. She said the technique has been
FAMILY & FRIENDS WEEKEND SPECIAL
patented in South Africa,the United States,
Russia, Australia, New Zealand and the
European Union nations.
"It's hard to get money. The big heavDATES: SEPT. 26, 27 & 28
ies in the science community are very
skeptical," Knight said of Visser's method."But there are a lot of rumors; I think
TIME: 10:00-3:00
within six months or a year there will be
UNIVERSITY
something certain."
DEPOSIT: $20.00
BOOKSTORE
VMIhas been fighting to stay all-male since
January 1990, when the Justice Department
first threatened to sue on behalf of female
would-be cadets — more than three years before Shannon Faulkner filed her lawsuit to get
into The Citadel.
VMI attempted to get around earlier court
orders to admit women by offering a militarystyle leadership program at Mary Baldwin
College, a private women's school in nearby
Staunton. U.S. District Judge Jackson Kiser
approved that idea but the Justice Department attacked the program as being as unequal and unconstitutional as racial segregation.
Bunting said he will ask Kiser to trust VMI
to legally accommodate women without requiring the school to submit a detailed plan to
the court.
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Sports Brieft
Yanks, Sox postponed

• Football

UMaine's weapons overpower URI 58 19
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor

NEW YORK (AP) — The New
York Yankees postponed the second
game of a day-night doubleheader
with Boston on Sunday, citing forecasts for more rain and the beating
the field "is expected to take during
the afternoon hours."
The first game of the doubleheader started after a 45-minute delay because of game.
The rained out game is scheduled
to be played Monday at 7:35 p.m.
EDT. Roger Clemens(10-12),coming off his 20-strikeout performance
against Detroit, starts for the Red
Sox against Andy Pettitte (21-8).
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Alumni Stadium looks a little different, and so does the team that calls it
home.
The University of Maine used all its
weapons Saturday and rolled to its third
straight win, a 58-19 romp over the University of Rhode Island.
Long ago, UMaine had established
that its running game was dominant, with
Andre Pam and Bob Jameson piling up
yards, but this year the Black Bear passing game has become a factor as well.
Saturday,quarterback Mickey Fein threw

for 217 yards and three touchdowns while
Pam gained 161 yards and two touchdowns and Jameson had 116 yards and
three touchdowns.
"We're feeding off the run. When
you've got Bobby and Dre back there it
helps me," Fein said.'
"We have some weapons," Black Bear
head coach Jack Cosgrove said. "Andre
and Bobby,everyone knows about. Mickey has started to mature. He took some
lumps last year. He learned on the job.
Now he's in full control of our offense."
The Black Bears were in complete
control the entire game with the exception of the third quarter. It was in the

third quarter that URI held UMaine scoreless, the only time in the game.
Offensively, UMaine opened the game
impressively, giving the ball to Jameson
six times, the last time fora 15-yard TD
run. But the Black Bear defense set the
tone.
On the Rams first possession, UMaine
sacked URI quarterback Chris Hixson
twice and stuffed him for a one-yard loss,
forcing a punt.
Then things got messy.
UMaine's Rameek Wright returned
the punt 65 yards, only to have the play
See FOOTBALL on page 23

ASU downs Nebraska
PHOENIX (AP) — Top-ranked
Nebraska had its 26-game winning
streak snapped Saturday night in a
shocking 19-0 loss to No. 17 Arizona State on the same field where the
Cornhuskers won their second
straight national championship in
January.
The Sun Devils, routed by the
Huskers 77-28 last season, recorded
three safeties in handing the Huskers their first defeat since losing the
1994 Orange Bowl to Florida State.
It was Nebraska's first shutout
since a 22-0 loss to Miami in the
1992 Orange Bowl,and its first regular-season loss since dropping a
19-10 decision to Iowa State on Nov.
14, 1992.
It also was just the second regular-season shutout during coach Tom
Osborne's 24-year tenure at Nebraska. Oklahoma beat the Huskers 27-0
in 1973, Osborne's first year as head
coach in Lincoln.
Nebraska(1-1), which opened the
season with a 55-14 win over Michigan State, committed three turnovers against Arizona State, which
was a 24-point underdog.
Arizona State(3-0)pulled off the
huge upset before a capacity crowd
of 74,089 on a 91-degree night when
the university honored former coach
Frank Kush, who led the Sun Devils
to undefeated seasons in 1970 and
1975. The Sun Devils capped their
1975 season by beating Nebraska in
the Fiesta Bowl, where the Huskers
won the national title last season by
beating Florida 62-24.

Cubs lose again
PITTSBURGH(AP)—The Pittsburgh Pirates won their 11th in a row,
defeating the Chicago Cubs 11-3 Sunday in the rain as Jay Bell homered
for the third straight game.
The Cubs lost their season-high
eighth straight game.
The game, delayed by rain for 1
hour, 26 minutes in the sixth inning,
was called after the eighth because of
rain after a 45-minute wait.

Black Bear tailback Bob Jameson gets nailed by URI's Ron lannotti during the first half of UMaine's 58-19 rout
Saturday.(Joel Page Photo.)

• Roundup

• Baseball

Black Bears keep rolling Fall opener
success for
Black Bears
From Staff Reports

Senior forward Annie Elkanich scored
the game-winning goal with 4:01 remaining in the game as the University of Maine
field hockey team handed Towson State
University its first loss of the season, 3-2,
in the America East field hockey opener
for both teams.
Towson jumped out to an early lead
when senior Beth Chapman scored off a
penalty corner at the 25:56 mark of the
first half. UMaine answered nine minutes
later when Karen Hebert scored an unassisted goal. Hebert scored again, early in
the second half, giving UMaine a 2-1 edge.
Then Lauren Volk scored to tie the game
2-2.
Cindy Botett had four saves for the
Black Bears, who improved to 4-1 and 10 in America East. Kelly Braby had 19
saves for the 3-1, 0-1 Tigers.
Sunday the Black Bears continued to
roll, beating the University of Delaware
5-2, as Jeni Turner scored two goals and
added an assist.
Delaware jumped out to a quick 2-0

lead on two straight goals by Melissa
Hefner. UMaine's Dedra DeLilli scored
to cut the lead to one with seven minutes
remaining and then the Black Bears exploded.
Annie Elkanich started UMaine off in
the second half with a goal assisted by
Turner. Turner then scored two straight
goals. Dawn Porter also scored for the
Black Bears.
Men's soccer: The Black Bears continued to struggle this weekend,dropping
a pair of games in the Blue Cross/Blue
Shield CSU Soccer Classic.
Saturday, Bradley scored two first-half
goals and shutout UMaine 3-0. Brian Stahl
led Bradley with two goals, both in the
first half, and Eric Allen added a goal in
the second-half to preserve the win.
UMaine dropped its fourth straight
Sunday, losing to Philadelphia Textile 31. The Black Bears dropped to 2-4 with the
loss.
On a positive note, Andy Gustaferro
scored UMaine's first goal in three games.
See ROUNDUP on page 22

By Josh Nason
Special to the Campus
Marc Halsted's game-winning RBI
single in the bottom of the ninth inning
gave the University of Maine a comeback 9-8 victory over Northeastern in fall
baseball action Sunday afternoon.
The Black Bears were behind 8-7
going into the bottom of the ninth when
Ron Coombs got on base with a walk and
advanced on a wild pitch. Kregg Jarvais
then laid down a bunt that was thrown
wide of first for an error scoring Coombs
to tie the game at eight. Halsted proceeded to single over the left fielder's head to
score Jarvais for the win.
"He hung a curveball, left it down a
little bit, I got underneath it, and it managed to fall in," said Halsted who came
See BASEBALL on page 22
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Baseball

from page 21
bases loaded to end the inning at 8-7.
Assistant head coach Mike Coutts —
subbing for the absent Paul Kostacopoulos— said the team didn't come ready to
play the first six innings, but he was glad
to see some of the guys who didn't start,
get in there and do a nice job, and pull out
the victory. Coutts said he believed
UMaine's comeback attitude is characteristic of the club as a whole. Areas the
Black Bears need improvement in, according to Coutts, are defense, and also
being able to hold a one-run lead after they
have scored in the bottom of an inning.
The Bears are now 2-0 on the fall
exhibition season with back-to-back wins
over Northeastern. They are again in action next weekend with games Saturday
at 7p.m. and Sunday at noon, both against
the Community College of Rhode Island.

into the game as a reserve, and went 2for-3 with two singles, an RBI and a run
scored on an error.
Early on, it looked as though the Huskies would walk away with the game as
they went up 7-1 in the top of the fourth,
thanks to an RBI single by Pat Mason and
a two-run double by Chris Zack. But
UMaine turned it around in the bottom of
the seventh when T.J. Sheedy hit a towering two-run homer to left and Jeff Longo smacked an RBI triple to cut the lead
to 7-4.
Northeastern then fell apart in the
eighth, as nine men went to the plate.
Pinch-hitter Todd Cifelli notched an RBI
double, Halsted scored on an error and
Longo walked in a run. The opportunity
for more runs was dashed, however, as
Tony Fernandez grounded out with the

• Golf
Fans enjoy a cool, crisp evening watching the UMaine baseball team beat
Northeastern Saturday.(Joe Lachowski Photo.)

Woods fmishes third at B.C.

Roundup

ENDICOTT, N.Y. (AP) — Tiger
Woods didn't win the B.C. Open — that
went to Fred Funk — but he did win
enough money to guarantee he will play
full time on the PGA Tour next year.
The final round was suspended because of rain Sunday with Woods on the
eighth hole and never resumed. The tournament was declared a 54-hole event and
Funk and Pete Jordan — the third-round
leaders at 16-under-par — had a one-hole
playoff, won by Funk on the first hole
when he nearly made his approach shot.
Woods, who started the day at 13under along with Patrick Burke, tied for
third with Burke and earned $58,000.
That gave Woods $140,194 in just
four tournaments and put him at 128 on
the money list — on the brink of earning
enough money to finish in the top 125
and earn a full-time PGA Tour card for
1997. If he wins about $20,000 — and he
has four tournaments in which to get it —
he should be a lock.
It's all academic,actually. Woods was
now well past the 150th spot on the money list last week — $103,404 — and
anyone in the top 150 can accept an unlimited number of sponsor exemptions,
guaranteeing that Woods will get into
any PGA Tour event he wants next year.
The third-place money also made
Woods eligible to play in the Disney
Classic, the last regular event of the year,
since he has surpassed the amount won
by the 150th player last year.

from page 21

Patrick Mears, Leon Creary and Clint
Groom all scored for Philadelphia.
Women's soccer: After opening the
season with three straight wins, the Black
Bears have dropped three straight games
including two this weekend in the Rutgers/Umbro Classic.
In UMaine's first game of the tourney,
Rutgers dominated the first half but
couldn't capitalize until the second half
when it recorded two goals to take a 2victory. Freshman Gina Ressa and Melis-

sa Wurst scored for Rutgers.
Villanova jumped out to an early lead
Sunday scoring two first half-goals. Lauren Sellers scored the first goal at 5:23, an
eight-yard shot that resulted from a goalie
scramble. Later in the half, Sellers made a
quick cross to the front of the net fronthe
left goal line, which was picked up by Briar
McAdams for the Wildcats second score.
Sophie Lecot scored UMaine's lone
goal, a breakaway from 25 yards out to
beat Wildcat goalie Diana Anes.

8MB RAM • 1G Hard drive •
Free software bundle including: ClairsWorks, American Heritage
Dictionary, Quicken 5, MacLink Plus, MacGallery, Clip Art
Collection, Expresso, WealthBuilder, Trivial Pursuit, PowerPete,
Widget Workshop, Mangia, Virex, Mac Home Learning, AtEase 2.0,
PC Exchange,eWorld, MusicNet, Grislier Encyclopedia, MS
Bookshelf, Smithsonian's America, The Family Doctor,lime
Almanac!

Likely,it also means that Woods will not
have to go through grueling qualify school.
For the second consecutive week, the
20-year-old went into the final round
with a chance for his first professional
victory. But, just like last week at Quad
City — where he was three strokes ahead
with 15 holes to play and finished fifth —
he was outplayed by a journeyman.
Funk, 40, birdied four of the first six
holes at En-Joie Golf Club to get to 20under. The victory was the fourth in seven years on the tour for Funk and his third
in two years,
While Funk was running off to a fast
start, Woods failed to take advantage of
the easy early holes — making only one
birdie — and was six strokes behind at
14-under when play was canceled.
It was another strong effort by Woods
in a remarkable run of golf that began
Aug. 19 when he began his successful
defense of the U.S. Amateur. He played
nine rounds of golf in seven days at the
Amateur and was 27-under for 156 holes.
Since making his pro debut at the
Greater Milwaukee Open, Woods has
played 252 holes at 36-under. Since the
first round of the Amateur, Woods is 63under for 426 holes.
"It's been a blur,'-'Woods said before
the B.C. Open about the last month. "It's
hard for me to remember back to the
Amateur."
See GOLF on pge 24

Add $389 for 15 inch monitor.

WE'VE
MOVED!

That's right, FiewinsiCarison
Wagonlit Trcnrel has moved. We
have relocated to a more
convenient location- We are
now located hr the Memorial
Union, left side of the bookstore.
(In the old Pod Offke location)

NEMNS/CarisonWagonlitTazsc
The best way to store and transfer all your files!
'After $50 manufacturer rebate. Offer expires 9/30/96!

Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall • University of Maine
Mon. 10:00 - 4:30 • Tues. - Fri. 8:30 - 4:30
581-2580• http://ccweb.umecit.maine.edu/
Your Campus Computer Store!

Stop by today to plan your:
• Canipas/Business Travel
• holiday Trips
• Spring Break Getaway
• Special Cruise
• any travel needs you have

l.

or cell as at 5il1-1400 or 1-100-370-0999
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• NFL

Beuerlem helps
send Panthers
to 23-7 victory
(AP)— The San Francisco 49ers might
have been better off if Kerry Collins
hadn't been hurt.
Steve Beuerlein, starting in place of
the injured Collins, riddled the NFL's
top-ranked defense with a near-flawless
first half that sent the Panthers to a 23-7
victory over San Francisco on Sunday in
one of four games this weekend between
unbeaten teams.
Beuerlein went 17-of-20 with two
touchdown passes to Wesley Walls before halftime as the second-year Panthers
(3-0) scored on their first three possessions to take a 17-0 lead. Beuerlein finished 22-of-31 for 272 yards as Carolina
ran up 389 yards against the 49ers, who
had allowed only 168 in their first two
games.
"We looked like we were in another
world out there," 49ers coach George
Seifert said,"and Carolina certainly had
a lot to do with it."
Minnesota, meanwhile, rallied for 13
points in the fourth quarter to hand Green
Bay its first loss of the season but its fifth
straight at the Metrodome, and Kansas
City went to 4-0 for the first time in team
history, beating another previously undefeated team, Denver, 17-14.
The fourth game between unbeaten
teams will be Monday night in IndianapSee NFL on page 24
URI's Mike Wear tries to wrap up Black Bear receiver Rameek Wright, who caught eight passes for 105 yards and a
touchdown.(Joel Page Photo.)

Football

called back because of a Black Bear clip- score again, and keep it going."
ping penalty. On the next play from scrimUMaine rolled in the second quarter,
mage, Fein was intercepted by Sylvester scoring 21 points on a one-yard run by
Jacobs, who returned the pick 52 yards, Jameson and two Fein TD passes. The
cutting Maine's lead to 7-6.
first was a 40-yard pass to former quarterUnlike years past, the Black Bears back-turned wide receiver John Tennett.
were able to recover from this dramatic
"With JT, that was great," Fein said.
turn of events. On the next possession, "He's got some wheels. To throw a flat
Pam got the bulk of the work, carrying ball and have it go 40, I mean you can't
the ball eight times for 27 yards, includ- beat that."
ing a 1-yard touchdown dive with 1:08
URI showed signs of life in the third
quarter by scoring just two minutes in on
left in the first quarter.
"I got a strong measure of our football a 40-yard pass play from Hixson to Cy
team in the first half when in about a 20- Butler and forcing UMaine to punt on all
second span, we ran a punt back for a three of its possessions. But URI could
touchdown, have it called back, and on muster only the one touchdown.
The fourth quarter was more like the
the very next play have an interception
run back for a touchdown," Cosgrove first two quarters for the Black Bears, as
said. "There wasn't a ripple effect or they scored 24 points, putting the finishanything. There wasn't an `Uh-oh, here ing touches on the 58-19 rout.
"I think Jack Cosgrove has a great
we go again.' Our guys were just focused
chance at this thing (the Yankee Conferand it rolled off their backs.
"That was a measuring stick for us ence title)," URI coach Floyd Keith said.
because it could have been 14-0. Instead "You guys (the media) picked him last.
it was 7-6," Cosgrove added."That could That shows how smart you guys are. You
have breathed life into them,but it didn't. picked me third. You guys are dumber
We were able to bang it back it down and than shit."

UMaine Sports:the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

1111Caarl'

Mandatory
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The Maine Campus
111111utsi

Specializing in Used Guitars, Amps,PA Systems, Drums,Plus a Large Selection of
New & Used Accessories. Financin: Available.
IFIV4e 131.137- - ftie-111 - 91rx-*-sAutt-. Call or Stop by•201 Penobscot Sq., Brewer•(207)989-6658 Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10am-5pm

Veterans Sign-ups
Fall Semester 1996
All recipients of Veterans Educational Benefits
Must verify current enrollment:

•
•

Montgomery G.I. Bill (Chapter 30)
VEAP (Chapter 32)
Dependents/Spouse/War Orphans
(Chapter 35)
Selected Reserves (Chapter1606)
Voc Rehab (Chapter 31)
Active Duty

September 50- October 4
and
November 11-15
Veteran's Affairs Office
100A Wingate Hall
581-1316
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Golf
Woods — who left as soon as play
was called and was not available — finished 60th at the Greater Milwaukee Open
in his pro debut, was 11th at the Canadian
Open and then fifth at the Quad City
Classic where a quadruple bogey and a

from page 22
four-putt green did him in.
"Part ofthe learning process," Woods
said earlier this week about squandering
the lead at Quad City.
His third-place finish this week proved
the learning curve is indeed steep.

• More NFL

Pats win on Vinateri kick
(AP) — Patriots 28, Jaguars 25, OT
Adam Vinatieri kicked his fifth field
goal of the game from 40 yards with 2:36
gone in overtime for the Patriots (2-2). The
visiting Jaguars(1-3) had rallied from a 220 deficit to tie it on 41- and 61-yard TD
passes to Andre Rison after Jimmy Smith's
51-yard catch for a score.
On the final play of regulation, Mark
Brunell's 58-yard desperation pass was
caught inches short of the goal line by

Willie Jackson.
Giants 13, Jets 6
In a game filled with mistakes by both
teams, Dave Brown threw a 17-yard touchdown pass to Chris Calloway and Brad
Daluiso kicked two short field goals as the
Giants(1-3) won the battle of New York's
two winless teams at Giants Stadium.
Nick Lowery kicked field goals of 46
and 39 yards as the Jets started with an 0-4
record for the first time since 1992.

EXERCISE

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart
Association

NFL
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the NFL's top-rated quarterback and ofohs, when Miami visits the Colts.
In other early games Sunday, it was fense, but it took Robert Smith's 37-yard
Washington 17, St. Louis 10; the New TD run with 4:13 remaining to put them
York Giants 13, the New York Jets 6; ahead for good.
The win made Minnesota (4-0) the
Arizona 28, New Orleans 14, and New
England 28, Jacksonville 25 in overtime. surprising NFC Central leader, and sent
In late games, Dallas was at Buffalo, the Packers (3-1) to their 12th loss in
Chicago at Detroit, Seattle at Tampa Bay, their last 13 games on artificial turf. Green
San Diego at Oakland and Philadelphia Bay is 21-4 at home under coach Mike
Holmgren, but 4-19 on turf and the Packat Atlanta.
Baltimore, Cincinnati, Houston and ers never have won at the Metrodome in
five trips under Holmgren.
Pittsburgh were off this week.
Trailing 17-7, the Packers took the
Carolina's win was its second in three
meetings with the 49ers and left the Pan- lead when Don Beebe went 80 yards with
thers alone in first place in the NFC West. a short pass from Brett Favre and George
"This is a special day, but we've still Koonce returned an interception 75 yards.
got a long way to go," Carolina safety Once Smith gave Minnesota the lead back,
Brett Maxie said. "Now we've got the the defense took over.
Chiefs 17, Broncos 14
responsibility of living up to what we've
As usual,the Chiefs muddled through,
done to this point."
Steve Young's 44-yard TD pass to a driving 67 yards in eight plays to for
wide-open Derek Loville in the third quar- Marcus Allen's 2-yard run with 4:09 left
ter accounted for visiting San Francisco's at Arrowhead Stadium. That overcame
only score, making it 20-7. But John 141 yards rushing by Terrell Davis and
Kasay, who is 13-for-13 this season, add- 131 yards receiving by Shannon Sharpe.
Allen's TD was the 106th rushing score
ed two of his three field goals in the
of his career, tying Jim Brown for second
second half to put it away.
on the NFL list. Davis' yards included a
Vikings 30, Packers 21
The Vikings got seven sacks against 65-yard TD run for Denver (3-1).

The Maine Campus Classifieds
Stop by the 4th floor Chadbourne Hall
for your classified ad.

miscellaneous

help wanted
Students wanted to help handicapped
student with getting up, meals,
driving, schoolwork, and going to
bed. $5.00 per hour. Call Bill Picard at
1-7170([own House, DTAV)
SPRING BREAK '97- SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH, & GO FREE. STS is hiring
CAMPUS REPS/ GROUP ORGANIZERS
to promote trips to Cancun, Jamaica,
and Florida. Call 800-648-4849 for
information on joining America's #1
Student Tour Operator
Spring Break! Earn cash! High commissions/low prices! Work for SST! Travel
free! Sunsplash 800-426-7710
WANTED: Men for PEER EDUCATORS
and SHARE. $5.20/hr. Workstudy or
3.2 GPA necc. 581-4561. Call ASAP
Talk about sex...Get paid Cool Call
581-4561 for more info.
Tutors wanted for BVA 337, COS 211, and
FSN 101. Handicapped student needs notes
put on tape, etc.. $5.00 per hour. Call Bill
Picard at 1-7170([own House, DTAV).
ATTENTION Everyone! Earn $500 to
$1500 weekly working from dorm/
room! No experience necessary! Set
your own hours! Serious individuals
call toll free 1-800-977-7262.
***FREE TRIPS + CASH!' Find out
how hundreds of Student Representatives are already earning FREE TRIPS
and lots of cash with America's #1
Spring Break Company! Sell only 15
trips and travel free! Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO
AVAILABLE. Call now! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK

Orono- heated 1&2 B.R. Apts walking
distance to UMO 866-2816
Roommates/ Apartment for rent
Orono. Less than one mi from
campus. Large three bedroom
house, with large living/dining
room, kitchen, storage garage.
$250 a mo/person + electricity
& phone. $650 to rent whole
house + all utilities. Call Brian
@ 945-0256, leave message.
10 min to U.M. All utilities pd including
cable. Call Landlord @ 207-339-2043 or
827-6744. Price $200 per month.
Orono- Furn. rooms two minute walk to
UMO 866-7888
3 Park St., 8 Rooms, $800, 827-6788
Tenant pays for cable + phone.
Walk to Campus and Downtown.
For Rent : A modern 3 bedroom
town house apartment. Chem free,
no pets, $600/mo. Call 866-3785.
Large 3-4 bedroom avail. immediately. Walking distance to
campus -no pets. Call 866-2516
or 941-9113.
Seeking mature, quiet male or
female to share lovely house on
Grove St. right next to campus.
866-2443 LVMS

ATTN SENIORS: Our time is
finally here! Help make class of
1997 the best yet! Join Sr.
Council and help make the fun
happen. Every Wed at 6pm
Bear's Den, All Seniors Welcome!

DO YOU BELIEVE IN GHOSTS?
HAUCK AUDITORIUM TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 8 AT 7:00 PM
Boss Hog must go vote Perot. Call
866-2650
Transcriptionist wants part-time
work experience research, interviews,
and meetings. Call Skip 942-5457
PHOENIX TAEKWONDO- Get fit, get
fast, get real. Martial arts 2 nites/
week $35/mo. Call Ray @ 827-5821
TAG SALE 43 Pine St Orono
Everything from furniture to
decorations. Good stuff, really
cheap. TH & FRI 9/19&20
Yo, Greeks! Finest dunk tank around
avail, for your bash. Best price in
area. Rent before too cold. 827-5821
Come on over to the Circle K New
Student Reception. We're UM's
only co-ed service organization-check us out! Food & fun at 6:30
pm Mon Sep 23 in the Bangor
Lounge, Mem Union!
Bear Brew Pub welcomes you
back with dollar draft nights
Mon- Wed after 9PM this week
Honey Bear Brown.
Need College$! Consider private sector for scholarships.
Call 285-7655 for information.
Attention all students!!! Grants,
scholarships, aid available from
sponsors!!! No repayments, ever!!!
For more info! 1-800-243-2435
Orono Farmers Market! Tues+ Sat
8-1 steam plant parking
lot.., pumpkins, apples, coffee &
bagels

Niman's Big&Tall Men's Shop
25 Washington St/Penobscot
Plaza. Clip ad and save 20%.
Call 942-4980
CREDIT CARDS, SCAMS, AND MORE...
Consumer Forum by Legal Services
Wednesday 9/25/96 at noon in the
Bangor Lounge

for sale
Canvas Fold-A-Boat Kayak w/
paddle homemade, good
shape $200.00. Call 5816744 ask for Amy
Refrigerator- 2' (ht) 1 1/2 X I
1/2. W/ freezer compartment
Exc cond. $70 Call 866-2781
1993 Ford Escort loaded,
one owner 58K miles ask
$5500 866-3403
Word Processor- Large screen,
spellcheck, etc. Great condition $150. Call 866-3085
Sunrise Park + Sales 827-0490
840 So. Main St. Old Town 1972
12X60 2 BR 1 Bath All set up on
spacious lot. $7900.00 Great Buy

lostand found
LOST BOOK "MAKE GIFTS" at Union
or Library. Return to Orono Public
Library or call 827-4270
FOUND: Pair of eyeglasses in Women's
restroom in Carnegie Hall Sept. 5 Call
X3245 to Claim
Found- Anklet/bracelet found near
Hart Hall. Silver and green beads.
Call 581-8538 to claim.
LOST PAGER Lost 9-6 at York Village.
REWARD 581-7303

